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STUDENTS EMBEZZLE FUNDS
Two Trinity Students Are Accused Of Embezzling Fifteen Thousand Dollars From the College
BY ANN O'CONNELL

News Editor

Members of SGA discuss various issues during their
weekly Monday night meetings.

Fifteen thousand dollars have
been embezzled from Trinity
College. Although the administration refuses to release the
names of those involved, it has
been confirmed that at least one
student was stealing money
from the school last year and
that the student involved had a
possible accomplice in the theft.
The student in question, who
had been studying at the Trinity College program in San
Francisco this fall, was expelled
over Midsession. "The information 1 was told by the individual
in San Francisco," commented J.
Russell Fugett '01, President of
the Student Government AssoOLESSA PINDAK
ciation, "was that he was flown
in on Wednesday and had a formal hearing on Thursday." The
student had been a member of
the SGA and in a position to
misuse funds last year. Fugett
was only made aware of the
situation when a concerned
student from the San Francisco
tro and the Cave many times program called him last week
during Midsession, and there for information on the expelled
were always lines like there student. Joshua Karter, the Diwould be during a normal aca- rector of the San Francisco Program, and Vice President
demic week with classes."
Herzberger also brought up Sharon Herzberger had no comanother interesting point con- ment regarding the situation.
Fugett and Darrick Mello '00,
cerning Midsession. "I did notice that while walking around Vice President of Finance, excampus during Midsession, it plained that the Business Office
was quieter than normal. My discovered the fraud while inimpression was that students vestigating the SGA debt. "They
noticed a lot of spending the
see READING on page ten

Students And Administration
Evaluate Past Midsession .. „,

that Midsession is headed in the
right direction.
News Writer
The library count for the
week before the open period
Two weeks ago, Reading was a little under 6000, while
Week turned Midsession made during Midsession itself almost
its Trinity College debut. The 4000 students passed through
two open periods in the fall and the college library.
spring semesters of the 1999Last fall's Reading Week had
2000 academic year are to be only 3400 library patrons over
used as an experiment, which the course of the week. "There
the trustees will study, evaluate, is a clear drop off from the reguand vote on deciding the future lar week to Midsession, but that
of Midsession.
drop off was much less severe
The preliminary data that the than last year," said Spencer.
school is compiling demonIt was also believed by some
strates the fact that indeed more that the campus remained as
students are staying on campus busy as a normalacademic
for Midsession, instead of the week. "I found the campus
mass exodus that has occurred rather busy, and Monday espeBY MAUREEN WELCH
in the past few years.
cially, which was a federal holiNews Writer
day.
I
couldn't
even
find
a
According to Associate Academic Dean Ronald Spencer, a parking spot," said Spencer.
member of the Midsession
Vice President of Student SerGuest speaker Robyn Ochs
Committee, the College's "li- vices Sharon Herzberger had came to Trinity on October 21 to
brary experiment" has proved similar ideas. "I went to the Bis- present a speech entitled "Bisexuality: Myths and Realities."
Ms. Ochs came as part of EROS
Pride month, where speakers
and events were held to raise
awareness on campus.
ConnPIRG plans conference on Hunger and Homelessness
As the attendance for the lecNews
PS-9
ture consisted of a few students,
Ms. Ochs decided to change the
format, and the group gathered
Trustees and Students on the same page. Kumbaya.
for an informal discussion on
Opinion
Pg- 2
bisexuality and issues of sexuality in general. The discussion
The Restaurant Review gets cheap
centered on the concept of what
Features
Pg-13
Ochs calls "muddy identities,"
where people are more than one
Robbie McCauley performs in Studio 47 series
thing at one time. Ochs says, "1
used to think that being gay or
Arts
PS- 16
lesbian was a measurable and
concrete thing, where being a
After Hours, Lectures, Performances, and Around Trinity
bisexual was complicated. I
Announcements
Pg- 20
have come to see them all as
complicated." Different reliWomen's Tennis ends season third in N.E. Division
gions, ethnicities, economic
28
Sports
•
PSbackgrounds, and education all
BY DAVIS ALBOHM

1

last few weeks of school. They
noticed that there was a lot
more activity that quarter of the
year than they had ever noticed
before. My knowledge is that
they hired an outside source to
come in and investigate and
audit all the records, and
through going through the
records, that's where they found
these individuals that had misused funds." said Mello.
When asked how the misuse
of funds would effect SGA,
Fugett responded, "1 believe
that's what's going to happen is
that we the students are not going to be held accountable for
this."
"I believe that $15,000 will be
taken off of the $200, 000 that
we owed to the Business Office,"
added Mello, citing the SGA
deficit that the Business Office
uncovered earlier this year.
Michael West, Senior Vice
President of Finance, also commented on the discovery of the
fund misuse. "The fraud was
discovered by OUT own office,"
said West. "We have year-end
closing procedures. We discovered it during a regular process."
When questioned as to
whether the Business Office
will impose more checks and
balances to prevent any more
embezzlement from occurring
within the system, West replied,
"The checks and balances we
have in place did catch it."
In regard to the expulsion of
the student, West replied, "The
student has admitted to this ac~
see SGA on page seven

Lecturer Addresses The Myths
And Realities Of Bisexuality

Inside This Week's Issue

figure in to how people define
themselves.
This multitude of characteristics leads to "identity politics."
Ochs says, "Identity politics is
when people get together and
talk about different experiences.
There's something specific
about that. It's important to talk
about identities, and define
them, but it's important to have
diverse discussion."
The' legal problems gay
couples face was discussed as
well. Ochs passed around her
"domestic partner" license,
which allows her partner to be
covered under her health care.
This license is available in Cambridge, Massachusetts where
Ochs lives, and in other areas
around the country.
Some websites Ochs recommends on bisexuality are
www.b ires our ce.org,and
www.bisexual.org. The president of EROS, Fatou-Maty
Diouf thought the presentation
was helpful. Says Diouf, "I really
think the way she did it made it
more personal, even the straight

students really did get something out of it. The duality complex of sexualities was good to
talk about. I'm glad we talked
about how we weren't limited to
sexuality, we talked about race
and religion, there was a whole
spectrum she really got across.
I actually do think it was better
informally, rather than if she
gave a lecture, itgot you sharing
your thoughts."
This week marks the end of
EROS Pride month, and there
are still several events left.
Events include two movies at
Cinestudio, Bedrooms and Hallways,md Betterthan Chocolate.
Check the Cinestudio schedule
and QP's for showtimes. Diouf
has this to say of EROS pride
month: "We emphasized respect
of sexualities a lot this month
and tried to schedule central^
ized events, but it should not be
limited to this month. It is easy
to forget when it is not in your
face. EROS wants to keep on
going and work towards awareness all of the time, since awareness is the key."
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Embezzlement Deprives Every Student
During the past week, it hasbecome known that at least one student
embezzled approximately $15,000 of college funds through his positions of responsibility in campus organizations. One cannot make
light of this situation. This was not a theft from the abstract ivy covered walls of Trinity it was an outright theft from every student at
this college. We pay tuition to the college, tuition which is used to
tarry outmany of the school's operations. It is from this that this criminal felt the need to increase this personal finances.
Someone must be held accountable for this misappropriation of
funds. The student body should be informed as to who is at fault, but
most of all we need to know what is being done to prevent this from
happening in the future. A system should not exist from which money
can disappear, be it the $200,000 SGA debt or the recently discovered
$15,000 embezzlement.
It is essential for something to be done to prevent dishonesty of this
caliber from occurring at Trinity, but it is also necessary that the current student body is not punished for the actions of a felon. Finally,
SGA is seriously checking club spending, and the business office has
started to pay critical attention to SGA's finances.
Trinity needs to continue along these lines and hold all of the individuals who handle its money accountable for their actions. If this is
not done, it is a disservice to every student at the college. Students
need to be taught how to manage and monitor the funds of the organizations for which they are responsible. This is a necessity in the
"real world" in actions ranging from balancing a checkbook to managing a global corporation, and the same should be true at ourschool.
Hopefully, a combination of these checks and diligence on the part
of both student and staff leaders will halt Trinity's entrance into the
world of white-collar crime.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
•
The Tripod office is located in the basement ofjachson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford.CT 06106-3100.
Visit our website at www.trincalledu/infa/pub^jstudent/tripod.
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15for 11 issues (1 semester), $28/or 22 issues (1 year),
$50for 44 issues (2years),$90for88issues(4 years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
(860)297-5361
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual, No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request, the Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: BOX 702582 • E-MAIL: trippd@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR

Student Vandalism Despicable
To The Editor

Campus Safety or the Office of the
Dean of Students and reporting
whoever is responsible—why are
you willing to remain an accomplice?
Finally, a question for the Trinity
community. Actions like this can
only result from someone not seeing a fellow member of the community as a person—who can be
outraged or hurt or frightened—but
as an object. The tragic death of
John Ortiz surely has helped us all
remember that each of us is a person, and that each of us is precious
and valuable. The fact that that can
be forgotten or ignored so quickly is
saddening. What can we do about
it? Or, more specifically, what will
each of us do the next time we witness an action that violates the civilized
standards
of
our
community—will we speak out,
will we protest in some way, will we
call Campus Safety, or will we remain accomplices?

I joined the Trinity College faculty
15 years ago. I have been proud to
work at Trinity and to be a part of
this community. But there are sometimes things that happen in our
community that inspire our outrage, that call on us to condemn
them. Late on Friday night, October
1, someone wrote something on the
door of a female student in a firstyear dormitory. What this person
wrote, to be specific, was "$20 dollar whore" and "Suck my d—". He or
she then proceeded down the hall,
inscribing "Fag" or "Slut" on a number of other doors.
I have a question or two to ask the
person who did the writing. What
makes you think that behavior like
this is acceptable in our community? What, if anything, can you offer as justification for such a vile,
insulting, and cowardly action?
I also have a pair of questions for
the friends of the graffiti-artist, for
whoever was with him/her when
these words were written. How do Sincerely,
you justify to yourself standing by
while this happened and doing
nothing to prevent it? And now, John Platof f
what is keeping you from calling Professor of Music, Trinity College

Student Need To Take Responsibility
The one thing that I was scared of
as I began this year was having to
A few weekends ago, Hermy John bury a fellow student because of alOrtiz was laid to rest in Bronx, New cohol or any other irresponsible act.
York. As I stood there and heard the Before I could do anything with my
cries of his mother, his family, and student peers to prevent such an
his friends, I wondered what could event from happening at Trinity, I
have been done to prevent such a was at a funeral of one of our own.
So far, I feel like what should have
tragedy. When I became SGA President, everyone wanted me to "make been a wake up call for our commusure they don't change the alcohol nity has been ignored. Fights conpolicy." I promised to the students tinue on this campus, and this must
and to the community to help cre- come to an end now. Two punches
ate a social balance that would help killed John Ortiz. Given this, it is
us maintain a healthy campus en- fair to say that there are a lot of
vironment. Knowing that students lucky students who have survived
want access to alcohol when they similar attacks, and there are a lot
are under age and that they expect of suspended or expelled individuthe school to provide it for them, and als who are lucky not to be in jail. If
knowing that the school is con- the Dean of Students has to keep
cerned about liability and its repu- throwing students out to make this
tation, I hoped to find a way in behavior stop, then I have no choice
which a balance could be achieved. but to support these policies. The
I
badly
wanted
to administration's stricter enforcesupport the opinion of most stu- ment of the alcohol policy, and disdents, but there were some things ciplinary reactions are necessary,
that I was forced to consider before but they are not the best things for
l
the student body. As students, we
I did this.
Too many students have failed to must begin to take back our camdrink responsibly. Many students pus. Students have ownership over
have gotten sick and gone to the this community, and with that
hospital, gotten into fights, and ownership must come a sense of redamaged property. Although I un- sponsibility. Until students begin
derstood that the acts of the few taking ownership of this commushould not make it harder for those nity and living up to the duties that
of us who are responsible, I realized which requires, the administration
that these things could not be ig- will be forced to continue to further
nored. Considering that these restrict our privileges.
things occur and continue to occur
on our campus, despite the death of
a student, I am forced to question
Sincerely,
these irresponsible occurrences that
much more.
This summer, I felt that something had to happen on our campus. J. Russell Fugett
To The Editor:

Hell Week
We 're not at the Citadel, but we may as well have been last week. After
recovering from all the work over Midsession we woke up to midterms
and projects. How did itfeel to get thatfat F onyour big midterm, again?

SGA Embezzler

At least he got something tangible out of his Trinity experience.

Midterms

They're very not fun, but its a
trade-off for all those weekends
that you puked instead of working.

Halloween on Vernon

Kids, monsters, what's the
difference anymore?
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The Administration Lacks Respect
For Students, Treats Us Like Kids
ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Editor
Sometimes, as a student at
Trinity, I feel like one of those
little kids whose parent literally has him on a leash. I feel
that I am treated by the administration the same way that a
young child is treated by a parent that puts a leash on him. To
make the matters worse, this is
a perception held by many
other students.
In the same way. that a child
on a leash is not respected as a
person, I feel as if President
Evan Dobelle and the rest of the
administration does not respect
the students at Trinity as people.
This goes way beyond
squabbles over Midsession and

that is gained when respect goes
from both the bottom down as
well as the top up, a professional
and personal dialogue can be
fostered. It is disturbing that we
are being constantly told in the '
abstract that our opinions are
important, but then in day-today life at this college, we are
treated as if our opinions are as
important as those of a seven
year-old child.
The recent actions of the administration have demonstrated that we, as people, are
not taken seriously. Most of
those actions seem to amount to
nothing more than tokenism,
rather than any real attempt to
thoughtfully listen to students.
For example, many students
who attended the recent meeting on Greek Life at Trinity felt

We are treated as if our opinions are as
important as those of a seven year-old child.
Trinity's movement toward acting in loco parentis. It strikes at
the core of a great deal of the
administration's dealing with
students.
While it is true that students
at Trinity have had several opportunities to voice their opinions to the administration, 1 feel
that as an aggregate we are being ignored, and our opinions
are being pushed aside. The fact
that this feeling exists and is so
widespread points to the existence of a serious problem.
We are being sent contradictory messages: one in the classroom and one in our interaction
with the administration. In the
classroom, students are encouraged to voice opinions on every
conceivable subject. Furthermore, although we may sometimes fall short, I have always
felt that students are taken seriously as scholars and as people
endowed with reason. Stemming from an understanding
between professor and student

that it was pointless, because
Sharon Herzberger did not
seem to care about the opinions
of those present. According to
Phil Brown, Herzberger was unresponsive, and the numerous
concerns of those present fell on
deaf ears. It was as if she was
talking down to students instead of trying to establish a dialogue with them. Furthermore,
the way in which the administration deals with certain student groups is also reflective ot
this trend; More examples of
this problem can be found with
administration's relationship
with Trinity College Activities
Counsel (TCAC). According to
an anonymous member of
TCAC, the administration has
made no attempt to start any
sort of discussion. Instructions
are simply handed down
through an advisor, they don't
even have the decency to speak
directly to this group. Besides
making getting things done almost impossible, many hard

working people feel disregarded.
Perhaps the most disturbing
lack of communication is the
administration's refusal to acknowledge many of the important issues that the Tripod raises.
Although we have received letters in the past, they are few and
far between. For instance, in a
recent conversation, a high
ranking member of the administration refused out right to officially comment on a topic that
concerns many students. This
is a clear message that they do
not care that we care about the
important issues affecting Trinity. Also, it is implicit that the
administration feels that we do
not have any thing important to
say on these issues either. They
miss the fact that we are often
the most affected by these issues, which clearly gives us the
right to be taken seriously on
them.
The air of secrecy and lack of
respect shown for students can
only lead to a further animosity between the administration
and students. If the administration continues to create this impression, vicious rumors will
continue and misunderstandings will prevail. Without communication going both ways,
up and down, there can't be any
understanding.
If the administration continues to ignore the Tripod and disregard student issues, there will
never be any resolution to these
issues. Most students here are
18; that means we can vote.
Thus the U.S. Government must
take our opinions seriously, but
Dobelle and the administration
do not. This is, however, not
where the hypocrisy ends.
In class we are taught to be
creative and encouraged to express our point of view because
it is relevant and important.
Why then do the actions of the
administration contradict this
message by ignoring our opinions?
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New Tutorial College To
Expand Liberal Education
RICHARD LEE

Professor of
Philosophy

Have you ever felt that you
must be the only person on
campus who thinks the way
you do? Have you ever hoped
to find people with interests
like yours - serious interests, interests in books, in ideas, in
new combinations of ideas?
Have you thought of having a
circle of friends, colleagues and
professors who would support
you in this sort of education,
this sort of day-to-day living?
If you are a first year student
then you should give some
thought to the Tutorial College.
The Tutorial College is an innovative experiment in education and living that will be
available to fifty students from
this year's freshman class. It
begins in September of 2000.
There will be no ordinary

lege. No one should be kept
out of the College because of
other curricular requirements.
Satisfactory completion of
the Tutorial College also
means that you have fulfilled
your distribution requirements.
There are five professors
whose sole teaching obligation
is to the College. We are George
Higgins (Psychology), Dirk
Kuyk (English), Reny Fulco
(Political Science), Tom Mitzel
(Chemistry), and Richard Lee
(Philosophy). Two of us will
have our main offices downstairs in the building, and the
other three will have smaller,
satellite offices for meetings
and discussions with students.
Each one of us has an area of
special interest and competence, but all of us will take
part in the same readings and
discussions as every student.
We are in this adventure together.

Your best education will come in the nooks
and crannies, between the lines of life in the
Tutorial College: at meals, on a trip, over a
snack, in a dorm room at 2:00 A.M.
schedule of classes. The fifty
students and'five professors
will meet two or three times a
week as a large group. Five
groups of ten students each
will also meet during the week
for a closer discussion of topics
discussed in the large group.
Finally, each student will work
in very small tutorial sections
of one, two or three students
and one professor, where each
student will pursue some particular line of inquiry.
The fifty students will occupy one wing of the new dormitory now being built on
Summit St. This will be the
home'of the Tutorial College.
There will be no RA in this
wing. The first job that the
members of the College will
tackle in September is the formulation of an academic and
social honor code. All of us,
professors and students, will
make this our first order of
business. We will devise these
rules and the means of their administration in conjunction
with some of our first readings,

A liberal education is more
than ralk, even very good talk.
We may attend cultural events
in Hartford, New York, and
Boston. Museums, plays, music, will all be on the agenda.
But most important will be the
incalculable benefit of living
and working with people who
share your interests and your
enthusiasm. Your best education will come in the nooks
and crannies, between the
lines of life in the Tutorial College: at meals, on a trip, over a
snack, in a dorm room at 2:00
A.M.
The Tutorial College is not
intended for an intellectually
elite group of students. It is intended as a place for an elite of
a different sort. You must have
a genuine love of talking, reading, and deepening your understanding of every kind of
subject. You must be mature
enough to govern your own life
in a communal residential setting.
You must have a certain
amount of courage, because

A liberal education is more than talk, even
very good talk.
which is on the topic of freedom and constraint.
This is a two semester, program. When you complete the
year satisfactorily you will receive five course credits. This
means that you (or most of you)
should take two other courses
in the regular mode during
"each semester. This will permit
students who want to complete
other special programs, such as
Guided Studies or ISP, or who
are on a pre-med sequence, to
take part, in the Tutorial Col-

your education will be in you
own hands to a degree you have
not known before.
Like to find out more about
the Tutorial College? Talk to
your mentor, or to one of you
professors in your first yea
class. Talk to someone in th<
First Year Office. Or better yet
talk to one of the professors
named above.
We hope to see fifty of you
next fall. And for those fifty,
hang on to your hat. It's goinj
to be some ride.
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Cold Water Makes
For Bitter Writers
BY JOSH FREEMIRE

Opinion Editor
The hot water is back on.
Hallelujah. The heat is on too,
miracle of miracles, and we
only had to sleep through a
couple of frosty nights. In fact,
I think I can actually count on
my fingers the number of days
I woke up shivering. You'd
think, with that kind of track
record, 1 would be positively
thrilled with my experience of
residential life at this college.
Sadly, that is not the case.
Granted, living without hot
water or heat for a few weeks is
no big deal -1 mean, how good
can warm showers really be for
you? I myself have read a philosopher who complains of hot
showers as the downfall of our
future generations. They make
you weak, he asserted. Well, 1
guess I can agree. 1 have to admit that I was a much more
feisty individual exiting my
daily tap water shower into my
icy room. I could have killed
with my bare hands for a

and no heat, literally, in fact. I've
been sick twice already this
year, and I can't imagine that the
insane temperature shifts 1 have
had to put up with have been a
very good influence on that
trend. 1 am sick, as well, of being told to "please bear with us"
in phone messages warning me
that my shower will be ice and
the frost on my computer isn't
going anywhere anytime soon.
Bear with you for what? In order to get what I am paying for?
That's pretty much already
shot, isn't it? What happens if I
refuse to bear with you? Do you
even care? The answer seems a
pretty resounding no. "Please
bear with us" seems about as
genuine as "we care about our
students." Trinity does not care.
Period. Trinity cares about what
the future may hold, and Trinity cares about how its current
image might affect those future
plans. Trinity cares about
rankings, articles, accolades, interviews and awards, but students (at least the ones whose
checks have already been collected) are simply place holders.

What happens if I refuse to bear with you?
Do you even care? The answer seems a
pretty resounding no. "Please bear with us"
seems about as genuine as "we care about
our students."
sweater or a space heater. Not
many people can assert that
they posses that level of commitment to any kind of cause,
so 1 have to thank the college for
helping me become an even
morejembittered soul. One of
.these days, from the door of my
desert hut, I'll have to smile
when I think back to the birth
of my ascetic roots at good old
Trincoll. For now, however, 1
think I'm going to remain pretty
annoyed. Heat and hot water
might not mean much, and the
experience may have even made
me a better person, but it certainly made the college's priorities clear, It seems, as a student,
I'm not real high on thatlist;
even when the nightly lows are
heading towards the twenties
and the meteorologist warns
that even dogs should be
brought inside to the heat.
What was, is, and always will
be the highest on the Trinity
College priority list is the future,
and those of us that are here
might as well freeze to death (as
long as it doesn't get on the
news).

We're here to answer the door
when the tours want to look in
a room; that's about it. Occasionally our scholarship comes
in handy as well - it looks good
to have a lot of successful
underclass academics on campus. They can be used as examples in brochures.
I don't know what to do about
this problem. The college isn't
stupid; they know we will all be
gone in four years or less. They
know they don't have to care,
because we all, no matter how
egregiously ignored, go away
pretty quickly. We don't have
enough time to really be all that
troublesome to the master plan,
and we're pretty busy anyway.
Our money will continue to be
used for the benefit of other
people, our cars will continue to
be broken into daily because no
one cares enough to provide
protected parking or even keep
an eye on the parking there is,
and we will continue to freeze
in our showers and beds. In return we will get squat. We will
graduate, grow old, fall victim to
nostalgia, and forget all of the
The outages were caused by toil and trouble that college rethe construction, of course. ally represented. They will have
Construction that I am indi- gotten away with all of it.
rectly paying for, even though I
Just the other day, when I
will never even see the results. mentioned the lack of heat on
In fact, as a junior here at Trin- campus as an indication of this
ity, I am guaranteed to never school's refusal to acknowledge
enjoy the,fruits of any of the even the personhood of those
various projects at work. Hous- who pay to live here, I was
ing will continue to suck, and chided by, of all people, another
parking will be an even bigger student. "They're doing the best
nightmare as this year and next they can,"she asserted, "what do
roll through. I'm tempted tofail ' you want from them?" I want
all of my courses just to ensure to be treated like an adult. I
that 1 will at least get to see the want to be treated like a person.
various wonders that my tu- I want to be valued and listened
ition issupporting, but I think I to. I want what I pay for. It's not
would rather escape their side- a very difficult idea to grasp and
effects as soon as possible.. Al- it is positively depressing that
though it may be good for me, I these simple tenets are too
am pretty sick of cold showers much to ask.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Andrew Weiss's Article Was Unfair To Trustees
To The Editor:

I wish to comment on Mr. Andrew Weiss' piece "Midsession Is
Just A Symptom" in the October 5,
1999 Trinity Tripod.
1. It is hardly "Micro-Management" for the trustees to be concerned about an important
element of the curriculum and its
impact on the quality of the education at Trinity. In past, when
"Readi ng Week" was put i nto place
some 20 years ago, a vote of the
trustees was required to authorize
that change in the curriculum.
2. The trustees have the responsibility to oversee all operation of
the college, and especially how
well the college is performing its
central mission of teaching. They
have always had that responsibility, and will always, under the
Charter of 1823.
3. Any board of directors or
board of trustees performs its responsibilities by making prudent
judgements based upon its ques:ioning of those who are charged
with day-to-day operations. That
s what the Trustees do in general,
nd did in the case of "Reading

Week." The Trustees did not design,
in any way, the approach being
taken to the renamed "Reading
Week" this year - we merely reviewed the proposal made, as appropriate, by the faculty, and
approved it.
4. Strong leadership of and by
the faculty is precisely what is required for Trinity's academic program to be strong. We insist on it,
in fact, and that is, why there is now
a national search for a new Dean of
Faculty. We are very pleased with
the performance of acting Dean,
Miller Brown, who has brought
new energy, insight, and wisdom to
the academic function.
5. It is demeaning, and a sign of
ignorance, to characterize the
trustees as "Flash (ing) around an
obscene amount of money and
then ask (ing) to run the place. Mr.
Weiss might wish to seek out other
students who have had the opportunity to work with Trustees and
who, I am sure, do not share his
view of how we get there and how
we work. Some trustees are
wealthy - most are not. All are
dedicated to the best interests of
Trinity.

As I said to the faculty in my
annual report to them two weeks
ago, of all the constituencies of the
college -the students, the alumni,
the faculty, the administration,
and other employees - none is
more important than the future
generations of Trinity students. It
is the responsibility of the Trustees to that, and every individual
member of Trinity's Trustees
knows that and is decided to it.
All of us have many other demands on our time and all of us
have numerous other opportunities to contribute. We do it for
Trinity because of our conviction
that the kind of education provided by Trinity is a rare national
resource that must be preserved
and enhanced for the sake of those
future generations of Trinity students and for our nation.
Sincerely,

Thomas S. Johnson
Chairman
Trinity College Board of Trustees

Thanks 76 Grammar, This Letter Makes Perfect Sense
To The Editor:
I am writing to the Tripod to
complain about the letter 1 am
writing right now. It is taking
all of my effort to try and avoid
comments containing my personal feelings on the author. 1
honestly can: vouqh that the
sanity of the person responsible is not entirely intact,
something I must let slip as it
is potentially hazardous to
whomever he may come in
contact with. My purpose is not
to defame his person.
I do not feel that, this sort of
material need be included in
the Tripod. Allow me to safely
behind this ink explain why.
•pace being short. Grammar is
the first issue. I happen to know
that this student supposedly
represents the best and brightest our college, being one of the
best in the country, can, produce, given it's current state.
Are we to assume that in the
four-years we spend here, we1
become flawless? I need not refer to any of this author's pre-

vious work for this paper (as
none of you should either) but
instead look easily to the beginning of this paragraph. The
grammatical sense of this stu- •
dent of English completely undermines itself. Aside from a
split-infinitive that should be
preserved in a museum for later
example, we have a run-on sentence and a sentence fragment
not even six words apart! The
sentence fragment.manages to
combine that error with the one
of using the contractive rather
than the possessive form of "its."
Is this really the quality of product you want your paper associated with. Grammar aside,!
can now point to the focus of
my complaint. What is this letter doing here? If that is not the
question in your mind then let
me inform you that I have
avoided asking questions about
the purpose of this in fear that
the universe would collapse
upon itself at the unveiling of
such a paradox. Structurally,
the center of the letter has little
to do with the following para-

graph other than a sentence
later on in the sentence grouping about 'Structure.' Then, ignoring
the
noticeable
distinction of length between
the two paragraphs the author
rambles on for another line as
if he didn't know what to say.
It is fortunate that the letter
about Which 1 am referring
ends as swiftly as this response. The Tripod is an insightful and poignant example
of the freedoms we students
enjoy. It disappointed me beyond belief that towards the
end of the piece (of what I'll
leave out) the author of this letter mentioned our paper
amidst his collections of contradictions and lies. However,
I am confident that we will
observe works of heightened
magniloquence from this publication in the future.

Sincerely,
Devin Pharr '00

Weak Senior Needs Water For Living
Monday morning, residents of
Jackson and much of South
It's been proven; I am weak. Campus were greeted by this
I just can't take it anymore. delight. The water fountains
Things have gone too far. lam ran dry the sinks silent, forget
a somewhat disgruntled senior a shower, and the toilets were
living in Jackson Hall, and for even mockingly empty. When
the second time in two weeks, this happened the last time, the
1 have awoken to find no water. hall's residents were notified in
Note, I did not say that I awoke advance, and we knew to sleep
to no hot water; although I've a bit late that Saturday morndone that a few too many times ing. They told us that the wato count this year as well. I also ter would be on a few hours
didn't comment on that fact before it actually was, but at
that Jackson had no heat until least they told us something.
this weekend, and the heat that
Monday morning, I called
we do have is only piped in B&G bright and early and my
meagerly at night.
call was rerouted through
These concerns are trivial Mather Front Desk due to'the
compared to walking into the hour. I was told that all of South
bathroom on a Monday morn^- Campus lacked water, and I
ing, turning on the faucet to would have to be patient. I then
find nothing-not even that took my toothpaste and toothgroaning sound that pipes brush and went to Mather to
make when they're saying, brush my teeth. No heat, no hot
"we're trying to get you water, water,weevenhadapower.out-"
but we can't seem to." This age last night to add to the fun.
To The Editor:

As a matter of practice, I
should not know that ordinary
house lamps heat a room
while the overhead florescent
light doesn't do much. Trinity
students are paying far too
much money for our housing
to have to deal with this. I understand that we have construction all over campus that
is going to make the place less
crowded and more aesthetically pleasing, but I do not
want to sacrifice my heat, my
hot water, or for that matter
my wate'r in general, for the
cause. This may make me
weak and not a team player,
but for what I pay in housing
fees, I don't think that I'm asking too much.
Sincerely,

Kathy Woodcock '00
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America Needs Foreign Education
BY CHRIS HERB

Opinion Writer

I had the opportunity to study abroad
last semester. I lived in London, but was
able to travel through 14 different countries and territories and 42 European
cities and towns in all. I remember
standing in a church in Bruton, England

saying to myself, "This church was built
over 850 years before I was born, and 635
years before the United States was born."
I remember drinking a pint of Guinness
at the Dublin brewery and thinking,
"Wow, if the Irish never discovered hops
and barley, I might be a Viking." I really
feel worldly, or at least traveled enough
to be cynical about the beautiful United
States of America. I always rant and rave
about bureaucratic inefficiencies,
workforce laziness, and other problems
that inhibit the very wheels of progress
in America. Can we learn something by
returning to our nation's roots?
Italy was truly the marquee of efficiency. The Italians have discovered that
employees are far more efficient if they
take three-hour lunches, or "siestas" (the
Spanish have mastered this art too). Italians are also pushing for legislation mandating a 30-hour full-time workweek;
workers will be well rested and alert for
any job. The United States uses some of
those labor tactics with air-traffic controllers. If the experiment proved the
policy a positive one, why not utilize
three-hour breaks and/or never working
for over 6 hours in any 24-hour period
for every other profession? It sure paid
off in Italy. Cafes and shops actually stay
open past 9-5 now (Tuesday through
Thursday).
Walking along the canals of Venice
with my girlfriend, pricing out gondola
rides and taking in the aroma of cat
urine, I came across eight Italian men
shouting. I can only assume catch
phrases like, "Hell no we won't go." (I
only understood "Prego" in Italian.)
These eight men were chained to a bike
rack in front of some random statue in
Plaza de San Marco. An English/Italian
passerby indicated to me that they were
protesting and lamenting the imprisonment of their friend for bankruptcy and
striking for higher wages. I stood in awe;
these people were protesting not one, but
two injustices, and lamenting at the
same time. That is efficiency. In Florence, only days earlier, Uffitzi employees were on strike because their 32 hour
full-time workweek was too much, while
at the same time, a veteran colleague had
a birthday. They were celebrating and
protesting at the same time, from the
comfort of their own homes. Their point
was made to the world without lifting a
finger. If only NATO could do that.
Public transportation in Italy is really
something to witness. There is a Metro
subway in most of Italy's big towns as
well as bus routes throughout the nation.
Now, the beauty of the system is that no
Italian citizen pays to ride. The poor can
commute to different locations to beg for
change, pick pockets, and sell useless
trinkets to tourists, thus never clustering
in one area and creating a so-called "bad
part of town." There are always sufficient customers for the large number of
officially unemployed Italians. The gov-

ernment supports the Metro's operation
through taxes, somewhat like a social se• curity tax. No one pays to get on these
trains even though it specifies a fare, but
undercover cops and Metro officials go
around fining tourists and other foreigners for not paying. The money probably
goes into some sort of upkeep/cleaning
fund. Like state cops who always target
out-of-state plates in the U.S., the money

just flows into, but not out of the hands
of their citizens. I think New York is experimenting with such a Metro system
(Many people don't pay, and those fines
contribute to a Metro cleaning/upkeep
fund). However, I hear in New York's case
some Metro cleaning/upkeep fund-lobbying group seems to donate a large sum

to the Guiliani campaign. If they went
to Italy and not just little Italy, then perhaps New Yorkers would understand
how to run their metro.
Switzerland also possessed cultural
train practices worth noting. Every train
I rode on, or waited near in Switzerland
left 5 minutes early. If that wouldn't
train people (no pun intended) to be on
time, I don't know what will. I remember watching some poor Australian chap
running after the train yelling "its not
7:45 yet." It was 7:40 and the train was
pulling out. Well, you snooze you lose in
Zurich.
In America, planes, trains, and other
forms of transportation should all begin
leaving 5 minutes early.
Soon, "fashionably late" would be a
thing of the past and men could keep
women from leaving the home because
women, always being late, could never
go anywhere. That's an idea worth noting.
German construction equipment is
world renown because German construction companies and manufacturing
firms are also world renown. Well, I did
only travel extensively through Berlin,
however, it is plain to see that when half
your country is blown to bits by the allied forces, you are guaranteed plenty of

practice constructing things (Soon we
will be seeing Serbian construction
equipment selling globally). I stayed in
East Berlin where every other lot was a
bomb site. Since the communist half of
Berlin put such a damper on the average
quality of life in Germany, you can imagine the intense motivation to get back on
top of Europe.
Since blowing up cities and communistic nemesis is probably out of reach
in the United States, I am not really sure
what ideas to take away from Germany.
However, observing cultural patterns,
getting lost in ethnic bureaucratic
messes, and relying on foreign press for
information are really the benefits of
spending extended time abroad. It is not
until you watch the news regularly in
England or Spain or somewhere that you
realize how sensationalistic and liberally biased programs are in the United
States. It is not until you witness the
marquee that is Italian efficiency that
you can truly critique the bureaucracy
of the United States Government. It is
also quite amusing to view people acting contrary to your own instinctive behavior. Assimilating outside cultures
might just help improve some of the very
issues that slow down American
progress.

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Prof. Eugene Leach's Letter Unfair, At Best, In Examining The Trinity College Center For Collaborative Teaching And Research's Fellows Program
To The Editor:

of the Hewlett Foundation who is funding
one of our Fellows programs, that group will
indeed involve up to six faculty members reProfessor Eugene Leach's gratuitous and
ipisplaced attack on the "Ttinity Center For ' ceiving a one course load reduction. That
means that after three years of existence, the
Collaborative Teaching and Research ("FelTCCTR will have given a total of six course
lows Program Keeps Profs Out of Classload reductions, or an average of a single
room," Tripod, October 19, page 4) contains
course per semester. Professor Leach urges us
number of unstated premisses, all of them
to refuse the $100,000 grant that has funded
alse. They include:
both fellows programs as well as reading
1. Apparently the only program that
groups. We thought the enhancement of inthe TCCTR runs is the fellows program. On
this assumption, if that program has noth- ' tellectual life from the grant would be wellworth the replacement of six tenured faculty
ing to do with teaching (itself a demonin courses by what we take to be capable adstrable falsehood), the titular reference to the
juncts. Silly us. Moreover, participants in the
Center's commitment to teaching can be
Fellows program are asked to think about
deemed "ironic."
how their work together might be translated
2. The only activity that legitimately
into the enhancement of their courses as well
counts as "teaching" is formal teaching in
as possibly the development of new acathe classroom. Hence any activity that draw
demic programs. In addition, we anticipate
away from classroom teaching, no matter
that in the near future one of the fellows prowhat the activity may be and how much it
grams, supported by stipends, will explicitly
contributes to the development of courses
address as its theme the enhancement of
and good teaching, constitutes a de-emphateaching.
sis on teaching.
A second very successful TCCTR program
3. The quality of teaching when a tenis the Trinity Seminars. On the first Monday
ured or tenure-track professor is in the classof each month during the academic calenroom is always superior to that of an adjunct
dar, we bring to the campus a recent Ph.D reprofessor. On that assumption, every subcipient from a major institution who, in our
stitution of an adjunct professor for a tenjudgment, is doing cutting edge work in his
ured professor means that the students in
or her field. Each month the invitee presents
that class are getting "gypped."
a paper on Monday afternoon (so far, the
4. Faculty involvement in research or
seminars have averaged about 50 people split
scholarship is incompatible with commitroughly between faculty and students with
ment to teaching.
always a few community members in addi5. A professor who has attended altion; does Professor Leach assume that no
most none of the events sponsored by the
"teaching" is going on there?). The formal
Center in its three years of existence is nevtalk is followed by a reception at which stuertheless qualified to publicly attack it (this
dents as well as faculty are able to engage the
is a specification of the more general
invitee in further discussion, followed by a
premise, "ignorance is bliss").
smaller dinner, always with both students
The truth is that the TCCTR runs a host
and faculty invited, at which the discussion
of programs, everyone one of which has as
- and surely learning - continue. The next
one of its aims the enhancement of teachmorning, the invitee has breakfast with stuing. Begin with the Center Fellows program
dents, or sometimes attends some classes
that Professor Leach attacks. Six faculty
where appropriate, and at lunch gives an inmembers join with six students whom they
formal presentation of the curricular impliwork with closely, and when appropriate
cations of his or her research, to which both
several community members as well, to colstudents and faculty are invited.
laborate on the stipulated theme. Surely by
Third, we fund a large number of Center
anyone's'Standards save Professor Leach's,
Reading Groups in which we explicitly enthere will be teaching going on in these
courage student and faculty collaboration. •
seminars, and in the end, more
these reading groups, sometimes involving
important, learning by all. Nor does the
an equal number of faculty and students,
program regularly take professors away
work together on topics of their choice, rangfrom the classroom, as Leach asserts. Last
ing from Derrida's The Politics of Friendship,
year's Fellows program involved no course
to the issue of race, to jazz, to cryptography,
load reduction for faculty but a stipend into gender studies, to abortion and euthanastead. Professor Leach's numbers are in fact
sia, to gay and lesbian studies. Again, faculty
bloated in the hopes of making his point. So
participants are asked to think about how
far not a single faculty member has been
their work together can be used in subsetaken from a classroom by one of our proquent courses as well as, occasionally, the degrams. This coming spring, at the insistence

velopment of new academic programs.
Fourth, each month we run two series of
"Brown Bag Lunches." In one, newer faculty
membersare invited to introduce themselves
to the community by talking informally
about the kind of research they do and how
it plays out in their courses. In almost every
one of these presentations so far, students as
well as faculty and community members
have been present. The most recent one, by
Professor Lise Waxer of the Music Department, was devoted almost entirely to the development of her course on African music.
The other Brown Bag series, instituted this
year, enables groups whom we have funded
in the previous year, both fellows and reading groups, to share with the community
some of the results of their collaborative
work. Again, so far both students and faculty have participated.
Fifth, this spring we will inaugurate a new
program, "Lectures in Innovation," at which
we invite distinguish visitors who have lead
the way in curricular and educational innovation to the campus to share their experience and knowledge. Our first guest lecturer
will be Professor Donna Hughes, Director of
Women's Studies at the University of Rhode
Island and a geneticist, who will discuss the
integration of the sciences into women's
studies.
Finally, it should be noted that the very
first program that the TCCTR ever offered, a
lecture and discussion series on the topic,
"Learning the Future, the Future of Learning," brought distinguished educational innovators to the campus to discuss their
experiences with us and engage our own faculty and students in discussion. We hope,
then, that it is now obvious that Professor
Leach's charge that the TCCTR has nothing
todo with the enhancement of teaching, and
so that the "teaching" in its title is "ironic," is
simply fatuous. It seems that his real target
is the perceived "problem" of adjuncts; if so,
he should frankly address it rather than taking unfounded potshots at a Center that is
trying its best to enhance the intellectual life
of our campus. Meanwhile, we shall continue to do so, while at the same time pursuing our teaching and our research, both,
together, as one.
Sincerely,

.

.

Drew A. Hyland, Director, Trinity Center
For Collaborative Teaching and Research &
Janet Bauer, Assistant Director, Trinity
Center For Collaborative Teaching and
Research
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Politics
Ruined
Poetry
BY CHRISTIAN
SORACE

Opinion Writer

Jessica Care Moore gave an
incredible poetic performance
last Tuesday night. Unfortunately some of the universality
in her words and brilliant insights into the human condition were lost in her diatribes
of, for lack of a better term,
"black power." I, too, am a poet
and personally was impressed
by her lyrical flows and insights into capitalistic imperial
America. Adding race into the
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First Year Seminar Opinion Feature
Students Debate Freedom Of Expression
The following two essays were wi irten as part of a joint Midsession assignment lor 2 First Year Seminars, 1 he Arrist ami Society (the Inter Arts
Piogiam) and Are They Really Only Words' Free Speech and the First Amendment

Controversy in Brooklyn
New York City mayor Rudolph
Giuliani has stirred up a considerable controversy' over the new ex*
hibition. "Sensation Young British
Artists ?rom the Saatchi Collection," at the Brooklyn Museum of
Art. The mayor has threatened to
discontinue city funding to the institution, $7 2 million a year, unless
it cancels the show Giuliani feels
that "the city shouldn't have to pay
for sick stuff."' Among thequestionable pieces in the exhibit are a dead
shark and a pig sliced in halt presei ved m tormaldehyde, a bust of a
man carved in the artist's blood,
and a portrait of the Vugin Mary
\urh a small pile of elephant dung
and bits of pornographic pictures
surrounding it. It JS Chns Ofih's
The Holy Virgin Mar\"rhat h.is teceived the mosi objections trim

By Kristin Giuliani
Powell
contends that Ofili's "'at-

Giuliani. A faithful Roman Catholic, he believes the painting is offensive and that "you don't have a right
to government subsidy for desecrating somebody else's lehgion" What
Giuliani fails to take note of, however, is that Catholicism is not
"somebody else's religion" Ohh,
from a Nigerian family, A Roman
Catholic and this painting is meant
to show reverence for the Virgin
Mary. Heutilizedclephantdungin
the African tradition lo represent
growth and fertility As for the sexually explicit pictures. Ofih says, "As
an altar boy. I was confused by the
idea of a holy Virgin Mary giving
birth to,i young boy Now when Igo
to the National Gallery and see
paintings of the Virgin Mary, 1 see
how sexually charged they are
Mine is simply a hip-hop version'

tack on religion" is the central issue
behind his threat to terminate
funding to the museum. Constitutionally, this should not be an issue
stall
Freedom of expression is guaranteed under the First Amendment Although there have been
exceptions, regulation based on
content is not one of them. In the
Supreme Court case NEA v Fmley,
it was affirmed that '"the First
Amendment prohibits the government from discriminating on the
basis cl viewpoint in providing arts
funding' Giuliani is not protesting
this exhibition as a citizen, he is
abusing his power as mayor to rermin.itethatwhich he finds personally offensive If the government
decides to subsidize art, it cannot
say one piece of art deserves funding and .mother does not based on
its content
Giuliani Lonsiders 'The Holy
Virgin Mary" to be a blatant desTimes article1 Public funding of
1 he latest hot-topic [
the .11 ts is an investment n i the val- eciation ot the Catholic religion
controversy .ill over our public
hut to Ofili lr is an cxpiession of
ues and ideas embodied in the first
paleiteinchides a colorful mix of
himself and his beliefs It ii not
amendment of the United States
blasphemous art government
within the pb description ol the
iloiiStJtJtion Although theFirst
censorship. First Amendment
mayor to determine what 35 art and
Amendment s-ays "Congress shall
rights anJpublic taxdi'llan The
1
what is not ' Art has histoncallv
make no la* abridging the Ireenewest Brooklyn Museum exserved to provoke, to question and
Jorn of speech " Since Ircedomot
hibit. Sensation Young Brm«h
to disturb .is well AS LO inspire and
religion is also a part of the Fiist
Artists Irom the Saarchi Collecdelight, ,i:coiding to the -UII.U
Amendment Would Mr Lehman
tion Sensation New York City
and the N YCIIJ in a letter wnrtcn
and the Museum mount a subsiM.iv'nr Rudolph Guih.mi created
to Mayor Giuliani warning him nor.
dized display of pro-religious art
a grand hubbub through his
to cut funding from die museum.
was well?
threats to pull the plug on seven
Art is subjective and open to intermillion tax dollars annually alloThe First Amendment tells us
pretation. Ofili's painting was incated to the Museum, if curator
that while we have to tolerate what
tentionally disturbing and
Arnold Lehman did nbtvshjut
we might consider blasphemy, we
4own^eJ£x^^itj^We,jpustdeT:, {!'.'c^itamly^do^nqt have to fund it The designe,d,to. provpke. thdught,^
type of expression should
cide, as jonn.* *Q* Taxpayers, ' grotesque exhibit forces us to recpraised, not censored The letter to
whether art, avant-garde, tradiognize the tyranny of artists who
Giuliani continued, "This nation
tional or anything in-between,
rightly rely on the protection of
boasts a core principle that the govshould be subsidized. Lehman,
expression guaranteed by the First
ernment may not act to stifle any
a Sensation advocate, in retaliaAmendment but who demand for
point of view. When the governtion to Guiliani's threats argues to
us to open our wallets to support
ment actively fosters a marketplace
the contrary in a recent New York
their sophistry,

Sensational Hullabaloo
By Kate Durant

equation is not a bad thing either. Paying tribute to ones
heritage and present situation
is what defines us in the heterogeneous melting pot of American culture today. But by
promoting a race to the point
where it has super-rights because of its privileged situation, runs countercurrent to
everything good and free about
America. Jessica Care Moore's
repetitive extreme black antagonisms to a generalized
"white America," instead of, for
example, an antagonism to a
"capitalist
dehumanized
America," lost the profound
power of her poetry. By proclaiming vehemently the need
to have superior righ ts beca use
of a past history and present
socioeconomic situation in effect is antithetical to the egalitarian society she is, or should
be trying to promote.
Jessica Care Moore read a
poem denouncing the "multicultural" box on government
sheets that survey socio-eco-

nomic race-related statistics.
She said it was a ruse to hide
black people's statistics in a box
that even non-African-Americans can check. She said that.
diluting statistics takes away
the necessary statistic-related
advantages that black people
would be given. Her intuitive
insights, however, got lost in
the unrestrained tirades of
"black power" rhetoric. If you
want to change the structure to
be equal, shouting pro-anything to the extent of ultra-ex-

tremism nullifies the original
intention of the point trying to
be made.
1 am not a racist. I believe it
is good to have cultural
speeches and programs that
lend themselves to the education of that culture - not beat
down the white race whether
overtly or subtly with their
own self-promotion. It's acceptable though to have these
types of pro-any-race-otherthan-white talks in college. But
imagine if a white male came

to speak at our liberal "openminded" institution of higher
learning, on a white man's role
in modern America. What
would happen at Trinity if a
poet came to speak promoting
a self-consciousness of young
white males to affirm and secure their status and place in
society? People would be in an
outrage. But wouldn't the message underlying Jessica Care
Moore's politically bent poetry
be inherently the same, with
only a color to differentiate, as

of ideas
hv providing
tundmg
to
the arts,
it may notthe
excise
certain artistic visions simply because public oihcials dislike
them " It la impossible to please everyone; there will always be some
group or individual that takes of
fense to art, whether it be Catholics blacks, or left-handed,
pigeon-toed, bisexual Tasmanian
men.
Those who are, or think they
will be. offended by the Saatchi exhibit do not haw to view it The
promotions of the show warned
that it may be disturbing to wme
persons. Those who do not understand Ofih's meaning or .it the
least, cannot accept his intent,
should not view this exhibition, or
any other v_ontem porary art show
Ai t must be viewed with an open
mind, with tolerance for artistic
expulsion
Just As the Brooklyn Museum ol
Art should he. able to display
whatcwi it Lonsidors" to be dcsei ving of ,i place within us walls,
those who disagiee with the content have a light to pubhdv object
Free speech works both way?. >ou
can t denv one without denying
the mher MayurGiuliani hasunce
agjinaitcinptoJ lodonyG iwitatiorul uphts in the city <i\ New
YorK, hjvinj; b.utlcd with rhe
N •.'CU lourte.cn times since I W

over First Amendment freedoms.
Maybe he is lobbying for the
Catholic vote in the upcoming
Senate race, or perhaps he is simply blind to the meaning of the
II he objects to the artwork in
the Saatchi collection, he does not
have to see it He does nor have the
right, however, to deny the opportunity to those who are able appreciate it.

this imaginary speakers poetry?
I believe that this type of a debate is only a manifestation of
the future in which America is
headed. If 1 truly believed we
were heading to an egalitarian
Utopia, I would be the happiest
pacifist alive. But it is sad to say,
that this is not so. This kind of
pro-race speech at the expense
of another, white or black, male
or female, usurps the freedoms
in which it should be grounded.
It affirms apartheid rather than
working for reconciliation.

Trinity's New Policies Fail To Take Student
Opinion Into Account, Deprive Us Of Rights
these changes can be both annoying and deadly.
Opinion Writer
Without even considering
the impact of these ripples,
As a student at Trinity Col- however, it angers me that there
lege, 1 can see that the charac- is hardly any student input into
ter of our school is changing. the change that is occurring, esThese changes are the direct pecially when the decisions beresult of one group's opinion of ing made effect the lives of the
what our school should repre- student body more than any
sent and be perceived,as. Con- other party involved. Without

directly suffer from the sacrifices being made, and in this
way, they are unjust in enforcing such change without student consent. Only dictators
and kings avoid the impact of
their lawmaking.
Obviously, these decisionmakers feel that they are capable of determining what is
best for each student on caiti-

only indication we have of their
good will. Certainly, there is
nothing in the policies they dictate that indicate concern for
our happiness.
I feel obligated to protest this
exchange. It is unconscionable
that we, as free citizens are being deprived of our free will on
a daily basis. In a,time when
college has become a standard .
rite of passage in our society, it
ff angers me that there is hardly any student input into the change is no longer acceptable to hold
the opinion that a college may
that is occurring, especially when the decisions being made effect thesacrifice
the prosperity of the
jives of the student body more than any other party involved.
individual student (without
their consent) for the prosperity
sequential ripples, passed along judging the validity of the pus, and are acting upon this of the school. It is an Ironic
by each student's individual present direction of change, it knowledge. .If this is not the opinion at best—the individual
displacements, have begun to has become clear that the stu- case, then we would be forced to student is what makes the colemerge. These impact striations dents must make sacrifices in assume that they are satisfied lege valuable as a whole. Poor
vary from the simple to the order for this predetermined with achieving their goal with- treatment of the student undercomplex, the benign to the dan- collegiate evolution to take out any concern for the effect it mines'the integrity of the
gerous. From drunk driving to place. However, those who are will have on us. It seems, how- school, and in doing so, opposes
boring Fridays the effects of in a position of power will not ever, that our good faith is the the weH;being of the instituBY TODD KESSELMAN

tion. The first step toward the
formation of a more successful
college should be the formation
of a happier student body. If the
college listened, they may dis-

cover that we have a great deal
to say.
If students are to have input,
and the ability for change, they
must first establish a voice. The
privilege of self-navigation
throughout our college years
(and the rest of our lives) will
only be obtained if. we steadily
demand it. We must be involved in the issues that affect
us, or we will become victims of
other people's opinions.
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Students Accused South Campus And AAC Lose
Of Stealing Funds Both Water And Electricity
continued from page one
tivity, and has been permanently suspended from the college. The student is not
permitted to return to Trinity
College, or to go to any of its
campuses in the United States
or abroad. The student has
agreed to make full restitution
to the college. The student has
decided not to appeal this matter."
When asked whether charges
would be pressed against the
students, West replied that
though legal counsel had been
sought regarding the fraud, the
investigation had been more or
less resolved.When asked
whether the embezzled money
was filtered through the SGA, of
which the student in question
was a member, West denied any
knowledge of such activities.
"We have no evidence that there
was any involvement of SGA
funds," he said. "The fraud was
discovered by our own office."
West stated that the fraud
was comprised mostly of forged
signatures of supervisors on
forms. "These involved student
paychecks.... .They did not involve Student Government Association funds." West was also
asked about the possibility of an
accomplice. "There is another
student involved indirectly
who did benefit." He went on to

Wives Of
Democratic
Presidential

Candidates
VisitCT
NEW HAVEN, CT (AP) Tipper Gore and Ernestine Bradley,
the wives of this year's Democratic presidential hopefuls,
made dueling campaign stops
in Connecticut on Friday, one
week after a statewide poll
showed that former Newjersey
Sen. Bill Bradley would fare better than Vice President Al Gore
in Connecticut.
When Mrs. Gore was asked
about Bradley's strong showing
in Connecticut, she said her
husband was not rattled. "We
always expected a strong battle
in the primary. It's not anything
we think is unusual in a Democratic primary and we are willing to work very hard, earn
every vote," she said. "That's
what democracy is all about." .
Mrs. Gore visited Wilbur L.
Cross High School, one of the
largest in New Haven, a city
where Democrats outnumber
Republicans more than 10-to-l.
Like many urban schools,
Wilbur Cross has a record of
low test scores, truancy and
high dropout rates, but Mrs.
Gore described the school as
"very unique, very strong, very
diverse and very terrific in so
many ways."
Meanwhile, Mrs. Bradley
spoke to a gathering of the
American .Association of Uni-.
versity Women, toured a health
clinic, met supporters at the Polish National Home in Hartford
and at the Gay and Lesbian
Community Center in New Haven.
Mrs. Bradley told a partisan
crowd at the Polish National
Home that she had found strong

comment, "The other student
did defraud the college also... It
did not involve SGA funds. The
control was first exercised by
forging so that a student could
get paid for hours which he did
not work." West answered, and
went on to comment that disciplinary action is being taken
with the other student. This student has admitted to the crime
and agreed to make restitution
to the college. West added that
"A final decision regarding his
situation has not been made yet.
The final decision regarding
this student just occurred in the
last two weeks."
The Business Office had been
conducting an ongoing investigation of this matter since this
past summer, however, this was
the first that SGA had heard of
it.'The only person that we
heard this from was the individual on the San Francisco Program," said Mello.
"We had not intended to inform the community of this
event," said West, when asked to
comment on the lack of communication regarding this matter.
"I think a lot of this will never
be known," commented Fugett.
"It is a very very unfortunate
thing, and I have nothing but
regret," said Mello, "We're not
going to let that happen again."

damage to the electrical sys- Givens confirmed that the metems. The main transformer is chanics room is clear and that
Managing Editor
currently nonfunctional and it water and heat service have rewill take several more days to stored to the building.
A burst water line in the base- determine whether repairs can
According to Cordone, the
ment of Austin Arts Center be made to the unit or if a re- earliest that full power can be
early Monday morning led to placement will have to be in- restored to Austin is late
serious flooding in the building stalled. The loss of water, heat, Wednesday afternoon or
and a loss of power and water and electricity and the exces- evening. This is, however, a best
sive amounts of steam filling case scenario and depends on
throughout South Campus.
Campus Safety officer Al the building caused discomfort the ability of Northeast Utilities
Murphy discovered steam and for faculty, staff, and students to help the arts center locate
and implement a temporary soa hissing noise while making throughout the day.
his rounds at Austin shortly afPumping and cleanup efforts lution.
ter midnight. Upon investiga- continued until late Monday
In the meantime, the fate of
tion, he found that the afternoon. After the majority of performances scheduled for
mechanics room was flooded the water had been removed this weekend at the arts center,
with several inches of water. from the area, emergency power including Judy Dworin's dance
Electrical Maintenance Fore- was routed to the sump pumps piece Ten, is unknown. Staff
man John Cordone and to finish the job. As of Monday and performers plan to make a
plumber Peter Petruzzi arrived night, Trinity plumber John decision by midweek.
on the scene around 4 AM.
Petruzzi traced the leak to a 1.5"
section of pipe that had rusted
through in the mechanics room.
The south campus water main
was shut off to contain the
flooding and allow for cleanup
activity to begin. Water service
was restored to all buildings except Austin by midmorning
Monday.
At its highest, the water level
in the mechanics room reached
between 15 and 2 feet, partially
submerging the main power
transformer and tripping several fuses. Cordone shut down
the power to south campus in Signs announcing the cancellation of events in the LAURA RAND
order to prevent any additional Austin Arts Center cover the front doors.
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

Rights" at the Hartford Public
Library. The exhibit, which
p yJ
light," she said. *But It's a very ues through Nov. 26, traces the
big country and we still have a struggle for civil rights in Hartlong way to go."
ford and throughout the counA Quinnipiac College poll, try.
released Oct. 13, had Bradley faGunnison's materials are
vored over Gore, 51 percent to 34 among the artifacts culled from
percent, in a Democratic pri- public and private archives and
mary. In June, the Quinnipiac collections. They detail the gay
poll showed Gore ahead of Bra- rights struggle from around the
support for her husband in New
England. "The Northeast corner

Hartford News
dley 47 percent to 37 percent. In turn of the century when
Hartford, Bradley got an en- Emma Goldman vocally supdorsement from K.C.Jones, the ported homosexual rights,
former Boston Celtics star who
played in the league at the same
time Bradley was starting for
the New York Knicks.
"1 like his thoughts on race relations," Jones said. "He's very
much involved in seeing that
different nationalities understand each other. He's interested
in universal health care and I
support his thinking on the
need to improve health care for
children."

through the landmark Stonewall rebellion in 1969, to 1998,
when the killing of gay student
MatthewShepard reminded the
gay and lesbian community
that its struggle for acceptance
was far from over.
Today, Foster Gunnison is
considered a founding father of
the modern gay liberation
movement, a man whose support of homosexual rights advanced the civil liberties of
millions of gay and lesbian
Americans.
Gunnison was bright, quick
thinking, highly analytical and
organized, and academia suited
hi m. He graduated from Columbia University in 1949 and in
the mid-'50s moved to Hartford
to enroll at Trinity College,
where he worked on a master's

degree in psychology (later followed by one in philosophy!
But it was Gunnison's interest
in the fledgling homophile
movement in the 1950s and '60s
that brought him the most attention. In his landmark book
on the gay rights movement,
"Stonewall," author Martin
Duberman wrote, "Foster was
firm in his belief that homosexuality was not an illness and in those years, when the
psychoanalytic equation of homosexuality with pathology
was all but universally accepted, his view automatically
put him in the avant- garde.
Foster daringly (for those years)
suggested that 'there was no reason to believe the causes (of homosexuality) are any different
from heterosexuality'"

Trinity Aium's
Archives On
Gay Rights
Movement
Displayed
HARTFORD, CT (The Hartford Courant)- This week, pieces
from Foster Gunnison's archives will be on view in an exhibition called "Challenging
and Changing America: The
Struggle for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Civil

OfFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS

On Sunday. October 17, Career Services and Admissions staff joined members of
the Board of Trustees and President Evan Dobells for the groundbreaking for the
new Admissions and Career Services Building.
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South Campus Left In The Cold As College
Replaces Its Antiquated Heating System
BY RUTE PINHEL

News Writer

Heat has been restored to
South Campus after repeated
breaks in the steam heating
system left students in the cold.
The steam system, which has
been in place for the last fifty
to eighty years, experienced
two separate breaks over the
course of last week.
An unexpected burst in one
of the older steam pipes last
week required extensive repair
and shut down heat in all of
South Campus, Jarvis and
Cook. The pipe, located near
Mather Hall, had to be dug up,
removed and replaced by a new
piece of pipe.
A second break in the system
occurred on Thursday, October
21, once again disconnecting a
large part of the campus and
requiring additional digging
and repair. The heat was restarted early in the morning on
Friday, October 22 and has
since been running without
difficulty.
The unanticipated faults
added to the already delayed
process of converting the

eral of the buildings on campus,
including the chemistry building, can not be converted to the
hot water system because of
cost issues. South campus, however, will be the next section to
be converted.
The heating system is completely shut down in the summer and the transition in the
fall normally lasts around 12
hours.
As Brown explained, "The
pipes contract in the summer
and expand in the winter when
the steam runs through them. It
is this expanding that leads to
the bursting pipes."
In addition to the lack of heat,
Jarvis, Cook and Mather Dining
N ATE CURTIS
Wheaton and Jackson were two of several dorms left without
Hall were also without hot waheat as the temperatures dropped.
ter for some time this past week.
Trinity's campus is run by Brown explains that the small
buildings on campus over to the entire steam system would
heat. The heat, which is nor- not be feasible, since many of two separate heating systems: boilers used to heat water durmally turned on in the middle the pipes have already been re- the older steam heating and a ing the summer when the heat
of September, was only turned paired or replaced. "I've been relatively new hot water heat- is shut down experienced an
on the first week of October due
equipment failure. Hot water
to delays in construction. A
"Vve been here ten years and found that no was also down in Jones during
large section of the pipes, bethe transition but hot water has
one here knows which pieces have or have been
lieved to be in the worst condirestored to all buildings
not been fixed." - Ezra Brown, Plant Manager since.
tion, were relocated and
replaced this summer on acBrown says, "I do not expect
count of the new construction. here ten years and found that no ing system. The hot water sys- any more complications this
Ezra Brown, Plant Engineer one here knows which pieces tem is better and more reliable winter unless another line
for Trinity, stated that replacing have or have not been fixed."
than the steam system but sev- breaks."

Grossman, his lawyer, said the
boy is himself tormented by the
Columbine shootings and has
written about committing suicide.
Next Friday, he will appear..
LITTLETON,
Colorado before Jefferson County Juve(CNN) — Counseling centers nile Court Magistrate John
opened again in suburban Den- DeVi.ta.. DeV.ita said many
ver this weekend after the people in the community are
mother of a survivor of April's still trying to sort out the events
massacre at Columbine High of April.
School killed herself in a pawnshop.
New
Though the contents of Carla
Indonesian
June Hochhalter's suicide note
President
have not been released since her
public suicide Friday, many in
Announces
this community see her as a
Plans For
new victim of the shooting
Government
spree that left 12 students, a
teacher and two teenage perpetrators dead.
JIMBARAN,
Indonesia
Hochhalter, 48, asked to see a (CNN) — Indonesia's new presi.38-caliber handgun in the Al- dent Sunday promised a "New
pha Pawn Shop in Englewood, Indonesia" — a country more
a Denver suburb near Littleton, prosperous and democratic,
Friday morning. She loaded it though led by some of the same
with bullets she- apparently Cabinet officials, as previous
brought with her and shot her- governments.
self in the head, police said.
In his first major speech,
Hochhalter's daughter, Anne Abdurrahman Wahid outlined
Marie, survived the Columbine wide- ranging changes in domassacre but was paralyzed mestic, international and milifrom the waist down. Six tary affairs. He emphasized that
months later, she had begun to most of the country's problems
regain some movement in her could be solved by raising the
legs, and the family was prepar- Iivingstandards andnarrowing
ing to move into a new home the wealth gap between rich
equipped for her wheelchair.
and poor Indonesians.
' In late August, as Columbine
But he warned that members
students returned to their of the of the Golkar party —
school for the first tirnesince the which governed Indonesia unrampage, her husband Ted told der the rule of the authoritarian
reporters the family was "trying President Suharto and the reto look toward the future with cently-ousted BJ. Habibie —
optimism."
were likely to be among memThe same day Hochhalter bers of a new Cabinet.
took her own life, another ColWahid's speech came before
umbine student appeared be- business leaders, diplomats and
fore a judge on charges he academics on the island of Bali,
threatened to "finish the job" where his appointment as
started by Dylan Klebold and Indonesia's president was
Eric Harris, who attacked their greeted with two days of viofellow students with guns and . lence. Indonesian lawmakers
homemade bombs on April 20. chose Wahid to lead Indonesia
The student, whose name has over frontrunner Megawati
been withheld because he is a Sukarnoputri, who was named
juvenile, is being held in lieu of vice president amid fears of
$1 million bail. Robert wider unrest. Megawati did not

Tragedy
Reaches
Littleton Once
Again

attend the conference.
A 59-year-old Muslim intellectual and cleric, Wahid will
lead the world's fourth mostpopulous nation and its largest
Muslimcountr.y. Among his
goals were an improvedeconomic relationship between Indonesia and Israel, which
would end years of animosity

between the two.
Wahid plans to visit all nine
fellow countries of the Association of South East Asian Nations before the group's
November summit, as well as
trips to Japan and China.

Russia
Criticized By
United States
For Chechnya
Campaign
GROZNY, Chechnya (CNN)
— Chechen fighters claimed
they shot down two Russian
warplanes in separate actions
Saturday, but Moscow denied
the claims. Meanwhile, Russian
forces bombed and fired rockets,
on rebel positions in the
breakaway republic.
On Friday, a senior Clinton
administration official told the
Russian ambassador to the
United States that Washington
views Moscow's escalating campaign in Chechnya as unacceptable.
Russian officials reacted angrily to the foreign criticism.
Ivanov told European and Mideast policy makers in Mallorca
that the only way to protect
Russian security was through
. "war against the terrorists."

Gennady Seleznyov, the
speaker of the lower house of
parliament, said neither the
United States nor any other
NATO country has the "moral
right to tell Russia how to settle
the acute conflict in the North,
Caucasus "since they bombed
the Yugoslavia forces during the
Kosovo crisis this spring,"
', vThe:Chechen Health.Minis-,
try said 163 people had been
killed and 380 injured by,Russian ail arid artillery bombardment on Friday and Saturday,
• the Interfax news agency reported. The toll could not be independently confirmed.
Russian media reported that
some 10,000 more soldiers were
being sent to Chechnya to bring
the total troop strength to
100,000.
Some official Chechen agencies, including the traffic police,
have been evacuated from their
Grozny headquarters. Civilians
continued to leave Grozny on
Saturday, fearing an attack by
Russian troops.
But witnesses in Chechnya
on Saturday confirmed to CNN
that Russian troops had sealed
off the last highway into and
out of the rebel republic. Russian tanks closed off the road
into the neighboring republic of
Ingushetia, but it was unclear if
they intended to prevent refugees from leaving.

Louisiana
Governor
Returns To
State House
After Run-Off
Election
NEW ORLEANS, Louisiana
(AP) — Louisiana voters returned Gov. Mike Foster to the
statehouse Saturday, with Foster straight-arming a field of 11
challengers to take more than
60 percent of unofficial returns
from the state's unique primary.
With 82 percent of the boxes
in early Sunday, Foster had

632,275 votes, or 61 percent of
ballots,cast. His nearest challenger, U.S. Rep. Bill Jefferson,
had 315,562, or 31 percent. Of 10
other candidates, none garnered more than 3 percent of
the vote. Louisiana's up^que,
open ballot forces all candidates, regardless of party, to run
at the same time.
-,
'Foster, a wealth-yrsplanter
whose grandfather served as
governor, came out of nowhere
in 1995 to win the seat that had
been dominated off and on for
years by populist Democrat
Edwin Ed wards. Jefferson—the
state's first black congressman
since Reconstruction — spent
much of the campaign blaming
the Republican Foster for
Louisiana's public education
woes and trying to tie the governor to former Ku Klux Klan
leader David Duke.
He questioned Foster's 1995
purchase of Duke's list of sup- .
porters, over which Foster was
ordered to pay a $20,000 ethics
violation fine for failing to disclose on a campaign report.
Foster called the flap over the
list a "non-issue." He countered
the attacks with saturation television ads reminding voters
that he was the first governorin
at least 30 years to push three
straight teacher raises through
the Legislature, adding $1 billion to the overall education
budget.
Jefferson, a New Orleans
Democrat who had the vocal
support of President Clinton,
had hoped to lure white Democrats to his side. But party label
means little ih Louisiana, where
voters often make decisions
along racial lines. Blacks make
up about 29 percent of the registered vote.
Louisiana voters had grown
weary of Edwards' troubles
with federal prosecutors. While
governor, Foster poured money
into health programs that were
abused by health care providers,
while teachers went without
pay raises and university buildings deteriorated.
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Trinity To Host Forum On
Hunger & Homelessness
BY PATRICK NOLEN

News Writer

Last year Trinity College was selected
as the campus to host the 12th annual
Hunger and Homelessness Conference.
The conference is said to be the largest
gathering of college students in the
country working to fight hunger and
homelessness.
The goal of the conference is to give
attendees a greater understanding of the
issues surrounding hunger and
homelessness and the skills that they
need to make a difference on their campuses and in their communities. The
conference offers more than 70 workshops, panel discussions and the chance
to meet hundreds of student leaders and
national organizers.
The conference hosts, ConnPIRG and
the office of Community Outreach have
been joined by the National Student
Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness (NSCAHH) to organize
this year's conference, which will be oc• curring October 28th through the 31st.
Since the decision was made, students
here at Trinity have been working hard
to organize the activities and programs
that will be occurring this weekend.
Through internships with ConnPIRG,
students have been able to take a real
leadership role in organizing this national conference and this weekend their
efforts will be on display for people from
around the world.
Hearing of the long working hours
and high level of responsibility from
many of the volunteers, one may wonder what students from Trinity have
gained from this experience so far and
what they hope to get out of this

weekend's conference.
"Organizing an event where people
from around world will be attending 1
have learned how to communicate and
interact with people who share a common goal and are motivated and exci ted
to be working together to achieve it," said
Melissa Pytlak '02. "I have had my eyes
opened about the problems and issues
that exist in the world and have become
motivated in educating people about
them."
Besides conveying a sense of a
newfound passion involving issues of
hunger and homelessness, Melissa states
that she has also used this experience to
fuel her academic interests. She has used
her knowledge from working on the conference to help her write papers with a
set of facts that she could never find in a
classroom or library.
According to the organizers and volunteers, the work on this national conference has provided for a unique
opportunity that ; s not often found at
Trinity.
They have spent the last six months
mobilizing students from across the nation to participate in the conference,
while taking leadership roles that most
undergraduates do not have available to
them.
After this weekend the signs and
chalkings of hunger and homelessness
issues will end and the campus will no
longer be inundated with reminders of
the issues that so many people face each
day, hunger and homelessness.
These student organizers will have
learned in a way that a classroom cannot offer and will then have done their
share in educating some part of the
world on the issues of hunger and
homelessness.

The international Studies
Program and Modern
Languages Department
presents a Reading from
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On Yfte Beat
<Jyst Charge Sf
On October 22, a student was called by a downtown store to report that
someone had attempted to use his/her credit card and that it had been declined. The student remembered that he/she had left his/her room at approximately 8:00 PM the previous evening for a period of 45 minutes, and
that the door may not have been properly shut. Everything else in the
student's wallet was intact, and Campus Safety is currently working with
the Hartford Police to determine a suspect.

Break-in On Summit Street
A student reported on October 21 that their '97 Honda Accord parked on
Summit Street had been broken into. The contents of the glove box had
been ransacked, although nothing was taken.

Up On The Rooftop
A student reported that between October 17 and 22, someone walked on
the roof of their car and left the vehicle damaged.

When At Trinity...
On October 22, between 11:00 and 12:00 PM, a student from another school
visiting a friend at Trinity was treated by TCERT for excessive consumption of alcohol. The guest was transported to Hartford Hospital and released after receiving further treatment.

The One That Got Away
At approximately 1:30 AM on October 24, a student spotted someone
perched on the windowsill of Goodwin-Woodward. As the student approached the man, he began to run, and a chase ensued. The stolen property, video games and joy sticks, was recovered, although the suspect
managed to flee. The student identified the suspect as a white or Hispanic
male between the ages of 18 and 21.

Can't We AH Just Get Along?
On October 23 at approximately 8:00 PM, while attending a La Voz Latina
(D/L) dinner at Trinity, a student from the University of Hartford provoked
an altercation with a student from Central Connecticut State University.
After reporting the incident to the New Britain Police Department, the CCSU
student was referred to Campus Safety and the Hartford Police Department
which are both investigating the incident.

False Alarm
On the evening of October 24, a student called Campus Safety and reported that she felt light-headed. TCERT responded and found the student
was okay and refused further treatment.

1
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High Tech Crime Hits Campps
Sometime during October 23 or 24, cash and a laptop computer were
stolen from a room on the third floor of Wheaton. It is unknown how entry
was gained, and an audit of the Locknetics code has been ordered.

a novel by Medardo Arias.
Thursday, November 4,
in the
Rittenburg Lounge®
Mr. Arias is a Colombian journalist and writer who lives in
Hartford, and is the author of
a number of books and poetry.

Place your deposit for a
Princeton Review MCAT course
by October 31, 1999 and save

$100
on the full-course tuition!

Call Today!
800-2-REVIEW

Courses Preparing for

the April 2000 MCAT:
Early Start Courses:

November 7, 1999
Traditional Courses:

February 12, 2000
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
J
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Examines
Data From Midsession

continued from page one
were inside working on projects or papers" Part of the new, revamped open
period is the attempt to give the trustees
a reason to keep Midsession in the calendar, and not abolish it. Therefore professors assign Midsession projects or
papers that involve a lot of work, and inhibit a student's chance to use the week
Co catch up and get ahead on regular
class work. "I wish it was used as a time
for catch up work Instead, 1 had to spend
the time doing Midsession papers, that
teachers assigned specifically for the
week off," said Elisha Augustine '03.
First year student Sarah Hunt had
similar thoughts. "While I thought I was
going to get ahead, I instead fell behind •
my work. It seems that Midsession is
used by professors to assign big projects

abolishment by the trustees. Spencer
also believes that a large number of students put the week to good use, and he
views the week as an important part of
the academic calendar. "1 know students
who use the week by working on term
papers or thesis papers, and spend time
travelling to New York to do research."
He also states that he supports the idea
of students leaving campus for a long
weekend at the beginning or end of the
week. "I am not troubled by the fact that
students leave for a weekend, as long as
they are on campus for the majority of
the week."
The Midsession Committee is scheduled to meet in a couple weeks to discuss
the data collected, but will not fully analyze the information until the results
from the next Midsession in February of

"I wish it was used as a time for catch up work I had to
spend the time doing Midsession papers, that teachers
assigned specifically for the week off." - Elisha Augustine
'03,

' ResMon>sft»$etah&rhp&'-^

and papers."
Dean Spencer understands the complaints of the students, and offers a possible solution. "We need to fine tune and
coordinate the three aspects of
Midsession. The first aspect is to give students or faculty members a day or two
off, second is the assignment of special
trips, papers, or review sessions for individual classes, and third is giving students time to catch up on the work from
the first half of the semester. During this
past Midsession the second aspect was
emphasized." He states that the assignment of mass amounts of papers and
projects from this past open period, is
part of an effort to save Midsession from

2000 are collected. The committee is
still waiting for a list of all athletes who
were on campus for the week, information from Marriott food services concerning the number of meals that were
used, and surveys turned in by department heads listing special events and
projects that were completed by individual classes. After discussing the information, the committee may issue
ultimatums to the students concerning
any "problem areas" that occurred during the October Midsession. "It does not
seem as if there was a mass exodus this
fall, but if there is in the spring, the future of open period will be in serious
jeopardy," according to Spencer.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26
5:00pm - Learn How to Apply to Graduate/Professional School, Rittenberg Lounge
5:30pm - Graduate & Professional School Fair, Washington Room
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27
5-9pm - Career Services Open until 9:00 p.m.
7:00pm - GreenPoint Financial Dessert Reception & Information Session
Mather Hall, Terrace Rooms B & C
Meet GreenPoint's Chairman & CEO
7:00pm - The Hartford Information Session, Alumni Lounge
GreenPoint's .Information session is,..

THIS WEEK!
MEET GREENPOINT BANK'S CHAIRMAN & CEO!
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28TH
4:00pm-Sands Brothers & Co., Ltd. Resume Deadline
5~9pm - Career Services Open until 9:00 p.m.

Don't miss
the Graduate &
Professional School
Fair

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29TH
12-6pm - Law School Forum, Boston
4:00pm - Resume Deadline - Business Data Services Software Developers/Consultants
4:00pm - Resume Deadline -Travelers Information Technology Leadership Development Program
4:00pm - Resume Deadline.- Fail Recruiting Connection - Boston
4:00pm - Resume Deadline - New York Recruiting Consortium 2000
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30TH
10am-4pm-Law School Forum,-Boson

VISIT CAREER SERVICES FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
UC-Berkeleyi
SfycSents ItaSly
Around

Courthouse

(U-W1RE) BERKELEY, CA - After
more than 60 University of CaliforniaBerkeley students and other participants
marched from Sproul Plaza to the Berkeley Municipal Court Thursday, 23 students stormed the courtroom and were
arrested.
Protesting a pre-trial criminal hearing
for six students arrested during last
spring's ethnic studies protest, the students interrupted the hearing, took over
the courtroom and performed a mock
trial. The role players accused protesters
posing as Chancellor Robert Berdahl
and Vice Chancellor and Provost Carol
Christ of various crimes.
The hearing for the original six protesters, members of the third world Liberation Front, was moved to the judges
chambers and a criminal hearing date
was set forjanuary 2000. All six students
pled not guilty.
Of the six, two were charged with resisting arrest, unlawful assembly, trespassing and assaulting an officer, while
the other four were charged with trespassing and resisting arrest, according to
Liz Lee, a twLF member.
The protesters took over the courtroom in an attempt to draw attention to
the fact that many other students, in addition to the "Barrows Eight," were arrested and released on the same charges,
said Amy Sadao, a twLF member.
But UCspokesperson Marie Feldesaid
that the protesters' actions went too far.
"It is outrageous," she said
The students at the hearing were

among the eight students who face a student conduct trial on Oct. 29, Felde said.
The trial could lead to such repercussions as suspension or expulsion from
the university.

Un§¥ersities
Celebrate Day Of
Action 9n Support
of Minority
Students
(U-W1RE) ANN ARBOR, Ml - Events
encouraging the support of affirmative
action not only caught the attention of
students at the University, but attracted
the student interest at universities across
the nation who also participated in
Thursday's Day of Action.
Alanna Arnold, organizer of the
United States Students Association at
Michigan State University, decided to
start a new tradition by encouraging student support for affirmative action.
During the past two days, Arnold has
made green ribbons available for students to wear at residence halls, the
MSU's multicultural center and the office of minority student affairs. "It was a
way for people to visually show their
support for affirmative action," Arnold
said.
While MSU students sported green
ribbons, students at the University of
Washington acknowledged the people
who might have been admitted to the
university if Initiative 200, which bars
race in collegiate admissions in Washington state, had not passed in 1998.
Black Student Commission Director
Tyson Marsh, a senior at Washington
said, in 1998 before Initiative 200 passed,
321 black students were admitted as
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first-year and transfer students. But the
total number of black students admitted
to Washington dropped to 233 in 1999.
Since affirmative action has already
been eliminated from Washington's admissions policy, Marsh said Minority
Think Tank used its day of action to encourage university students to recruit to
minority students attending Seattle high
schools.
But the apathy Marsh described at
Washington also was apparent at the
University of Texas at Austin, said Andre
Lancaster, a student at Texas and a member of the Anti-Racist Organizing Committee.
He explained that during last year's
days of action, AROC sponsored a takeover of a university tower. Lancaster said
AROC decided not to perform a takeover
this year because, "we don't have that
push that we had last year." This year
AROC, which organized Thursday's day
of action, held a rally at the new statue
of Martin Luther Kingjr. culminating its
"month of action."
Although the University of Virginia

did not hold any events for yesterday's
day of action, af f i rmati ve action has been
a hot topic on its campus. On Oct. 6 and
7, the Advancement for Diversity in Education held OctoberCamp, a camp-out to
teach students and faculty about affirmative action.
But at one of the campuses where the
fight for affirmative action first began the University of California at Berkeley
- the number of students that turned out
for yesterday's events were dramatically
fewer than last year.
Chair of the Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action By Any Means Necessary at Berkeley, Hoku Jeffery, said
yesterday's rally at Berkeley attracted
about 200 students, many of whom were
high school students from Oakland, Calif. But last year, BAMN held a statewide
walkout, in which more than 2,500 protesters participated.
Although Jeffery said yesterday's rally
was a success in educating people, he
explained that the schedule and the
lower turnout should be attributed to the
ebb and flow" of the movement.

COTSiructioncontinusson theitWrilngCorridor between.
Broad and Washington Streets. The project is expected to
completed by next fail.

NATE*

PEACE IK COLOMBIA * FAZ EH COLOMBIA
Visiting Colombian artists
Laureamo Aifea and
Maria Eugenia Vergara
present: "Caiseloites d e F i n
de Siglo"
An evening of poetrq and song
towards a vision of peace and the
end of violence in Colombia.
Tfte program will be in .Spanish.

Tuesday October 26,1999
7:30-9 p.m.
Faculty Club (byHamlin Hall)
Trinity College, HartfordCT
Dr. Laureano Alba is a reknowned poet, novelist, and story-writer in Colombia, who has
received many national and international awards and distinctions for bis publications. Maria
Eugenia Vergara is a composer, song-writer, and teacher, who has performed and toured
internationally with Colombian folkloric music ensembles.

Cosponsoreh ky the International dtuhies 'fro^ram. the 4iuman 'Rights 'Program.
£atin ^American anh Caribbean dtuhies, the 'Troarama he ^Estuhios 4Hspdnicos en
Cbrhoba ('TR1d4iC0). the Spanish Club, anh the Music
department.
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Stealing Candy? Sexy Costumes? The Truth
About The Significance of Halloween Rituals
Thinking About Breaking put That New Britney Spears'Outfit? Hit Me One More Time
these figures exist no matter what you
may have heard.) I'm sacrilegious; I can't
help it. I was brought up this way. So, in
an effort to get everyone in a holiday
mood, I must dedicate a little time to the
first of the "real" holidays - Halloween.
First off I must explain why Halloween is one of the greatest holidays. Think
about it. It's the only night that you can
actually ring people's doorbells, demand
things, and usually get them without
being arrested. I admit this task becomes
a little more difficult when you are no
longer under 12 and cute, but you can
still try. You could also hire a little kid
to do you trick-or-treating for you, or, if
you are incredibly sadistic, you could
steal a young child's candy.- It sounds
harsh, but that's the real world. Because,
in truth, who doesn't want candy?
I realize that most of the people on this
campus may run away screaming from
the grams and grams of fat that a pea-

BY DARCY ROAKE

Features Writer

This holiday season is fast approaching. At this point, you may be asking
yourself (or you may not, because you
don't really care) when exactly does this
holiday season begin and end? In this
writer's opinion the festivities begin
right around Halloween and end right
after Eascer. Why neglect such important landmark events such as Columbus
Day or Fourth of July, you may ask. Basically because on those days you don't
get anything and they're not centered
around really good food.
I also want to stress that I'm looking
at this holiday season thing in a purely
non-religious way. 1 see Christmas as a
time when Santa comes down the chimney and Easter when a rabbit leaves a
basket of stuff (and by the way, both of

Write fbr
features!
See goar work get
immortalized! Call Abigail
or Geoff at 2581. Leave a
Message,We'll contact you.

nut butter cup offers, but this is the one test," and they were much more appreciday that you can indulge all you want. ated, especially by the male population.
In terms of male costumes, I can't help
Go ahead, eat that chocolate bar and feel
dirty in the morning. For the moment i t much there, because I've never really unwill he the greatest thing you've ever derstood the male idea of dressing up.
tasted. The candy and harassment of Either they go for it completely and do
little children aside, 1 now come down something like dress in drag, or they just
to the greatest thing about Halloween - wear their normal clothes and gawk at
dressing up in costumes.
the girls in the French maid costumes.
I hate to say it, but I'm not practicing
For one day out of the year, you can be
whatever you want. If most people tried what I preach. 1 really don't know what

It's the only night that you can actually ring people's
doorbells, demand things, and usually get them without
being arrested.
to walk down the street wearing that
annoying Scream mask on a random
April day, they would probably be run
away from or pelted with rocks. However, on October 31, you can dress as - you
can be - whatever you want. This is why.
I don't believe Halloween costumes
should be taken lightly. The opportunity only comes around only once a year.
(Unless you're into dressing up in costumes all the time, and if that's the case,
I don't want to know)
I beg people to think long and hard
about what they want to be, to get their
creative juices flowing. I know many
girls this year may want to be Britney
Spears or a Spice Girl or the old favorite,
a French maid, but I would reconsider.
The appeal of these outfits is that they
allow you to show some skin, and it is OK
because it's only a costume. The truth is,
on the Trinity campus you can always
wear scandalous clothing. I've seen some
outfits that would not pass the "parent

1 want to be, and as time wears down
until the big day, I have fewer and fewer
options. 1 dressed as Yoda (complete
with the Yoda mask and a black trash
bag) from the ages of 2-6; perhaps I can
revert back to that. Someone recommended that I walk around with a fake
beard and a printing press, and if anyone asks me, I canjust say "Hi, I'mjohann
Guttenberg, the inventor of the printing
press," but I'm not sure how well that
would go over. If anyone has a stroke of
brilliance, I am open to suggestions.
Have no fear, by the time Halloween
rolls around I'll be ready, as I hope all of
you will. Think long and hard about
your ultimate costume decision; I hope I
have shown that it deserves more consideration than you previously imagined
possible. The holiday season will soon
begin, and there's no better way to begin
this season of giving than to disguise
yourself as someone else, and take other
people's candy.

The Campaign Keeps Rolling Right Over "We, The People"
Last Wednesday, October 10th,
Elizabeth Dole announced her decision
to drop out of the race for the Republican Party's presidential nomination,
due to lack of funds. Rivaling George
Bush Jr, who has thus far raised over
$60 million dollars in campaign donations and Steve Forbes who has the
advantage of an unlimited family fortune at his fingertips, Dole, with only
$4.7 million dollars to spend on her
campaign, has concluded that her
stands on the issues and her support
from the female vote will not make up
for her lack of sufficient funds.
Her withdrawal from the presidential race (though not at all a travesty to
liberals like myself) illustrates how, in
a presumably democratic society, the

him into the White House? I hope not.
Now, I'll be the first to admit that I'm
no expert on the issues in the upcoming
election. I'm not a political science major; I only read the New York Times when
I can fit it into my schedule, and to be
honest, I have never even voted. But I do
know that, just because Governor Bush
can raise millions of dollars of soft
money from law firms, banks, and his
friends at the country club, does not
mean that he can stop teen violence, improve education, of balance the budget.
What it does mean is that he, and any
other candidate with a virtually bottomless bank account, can run smear ad
campaigns against other candidates
and can afford to air their advertisements on FOX and NBC fifty times a
day. It means that he can hire the best
speech writers, campaign staff, and
publicists money can buy. Basically, it
means that he can use his eight figure

presidential office can essentially be
bought. For the position of the United
States President, arguably the most powerful figure in the world, to be determined simply by the size of the
candidate's bankroll is not only ludicrous, but frankly, frightening.
If any one can use large campaign
budgets to sway public opinion and to
intimidate less moneyed candidates into
dropping out of the race, what does that
say about the prevailing values in
American society? It says that our society, so blinded by visions of dollar signs,
is willing to basically auction off the
presidency to che highest bidder. If Ted
Kaczyinsky was to win the lottery tomorrow, does that mean we should elect

nest-egg to scare away other candidates
and to buy ou,t the vote.
And so what does this all say about us,
the American public, who allow ourselves to beseduced by polished speeches
and shiny advertising campaigns? 1 see
no clearer lesson to be drawn from the
recent election events than the fact that
sadly, in America, money can buy absolutely anything. Popularity, power, prestige, success, - you name it, and it can be
bought. 1 won't belabor the point, as I'm
sure, for most of you, .this hardly comes
as a shock. Just remember, as the inundation of campaign publicity continues,
that it is the candidate, not the
candidate's bank account that will be
sitting in the oval office.

BY TALIA KROHN

Features Writer

The Junior League of Greater New Britain's 19th annual
fund-raiser Noel Boutique will be held on November H, 5
and 6 at St. Maurice Parish Venter on Wightman Road in
New Britain. Hours are Thursday and Friday from 10 am-9
pm and Saturday from 9aro-3pm.

This year's Boutique will commence with a gala Preview on
Wednesday evening, November 3.1999 at 7 pm. This event
Her withdrawal from the presidential race illustrates how, is attended by league members and invited guests includin a presumably democratic society, the presidential office ing this years Honorary Chairsperson. The First Lady of
Connecticut Mrs. Patty Rowland
can essentially be bought
Noel Boutique is a festive shopping extravaganza featuring two levels of holiday shopping. Boutiques and artisans
provide an assortment of unique and decorative home
furnishings and housewares. fashionable clothing, one-ofa-kind jewellery, speciality toys, books gourmet foods anc
a unique assortment of holiday gift items in all price
ranges.
Admission is $3.00. G-ood for all 3 days. Phone.- (860) 2232231. Proceeds benefit the Junior Leagues' community
projects, allocatinos and high school scholarships.
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Top Ten Reasons For The
Water Shortage On Campus
10. Campus water supply taken over by the rats
outside ofStowe
9. The fire next time
8. Jackhammer happy construction workers
don't know when to quit
7. We're not moving on up to the east side; this
ain't no deluxe apartment in the sky
6. Takes attention away from lack of alcohol on
campus
5. Town- gown relations being solved with
construction of a moat to encircle campus
4. Dobelle's cost cutting squeezed until all drops
were gone, not in pipes, nor sink, nor to water
the lawn. And as the Trins of Trinville lay snug
in their dorms, he sat atop the hill, with
pitchfork and horns
3. This thinggoes all the way to the top of the
ConnPIRG empire
2. Hamburglar not content to just steal
hamburgers anymore
1. Blame it on the rain

2X More Digital Music
for 1/3 the Price
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Restaurant Review: Tapas
BY JANE BROWER AND
ANNE GUERNSEY
Restaurant Reviewers

For this week's review we decided to stray from traditional
American fare, you know, the
standard meat and potatoes.
Instead, we went down the road
to a little place called Tapas, located at 1150 New Britain Avenue in West Hartford. At first
glance, Tapas seemed a little
swanky - being a permanent
fixture of a strip mall with hot
red neon lights. As the evening
progressed, however, we became
pleasantly surprised.
We went inside and were
greeted by a friendly hostess.
She led us in through a maze of
tables to a cozy little spot, not
one-inch away from a yuppie
couple seated next to us. A little
cramped and noisy, yes, but the
delicious food which we later
received certainly made up for
this inconvenience. Both of us
agreed that the atmosphere was
charmingly friendly and eclectic. It wasn't until we read the
black boards listing the daily
specials that we realized this
restaurant served Greek cuisine
and that "tapas" were actually
gourmet pizzas.
The zesty smell of Balsamic
Vinaigrette, feta cheese, and garlic made our mouths water like
aPavloviandog. When looking
at the menu, we became even
more excited. Tapas prides itself
on fresh foods, buying groceries
dailylike the French. They have
to s.ince^hejj hay£ bg^nj&itho.u t..
a freezer for twelve years and

counting. So after surveying
our options, each of us chose
which felt was truly Mediterranean,
Jane eventually narrowed
down her choices and ordered
the Tapas Ultimate Gyros with
Chicken as opposed to steak.
This came with melted cheese,
onions, greens, tomatoes, a combination of Madd, a dill Balsamic Vinaigrette, and Greek
Tzatziki (any ideas as to what
this is?). Jane, being hungry at
the time, opted for the platter,
which came with a yummy
Greek Salad and rice of the day.

she had never tasted anything
like it. The combination of garlic, cheese, and mushrooms was
initially wonderful but became
a little old after a while as she
had ordered too large a portion.
The gyro came securely
wrapped in wax paper and had
to be slowly unraveled, bite for
bite. Jane, not usually a gyro
fan, had nothing bad to say
about this delicious sandwich.
Every ingredient - tomatoes,
chicken, and Tzatziki sauce came together in a delightful
taste explosion. When meals
were swapped for taste testing,

Inside Tapas
Anne chose a 7- inch, thin crust
Baby Moon and Mushroom
Tapa complete with grilled
Portobello mushroom, Roma
tomato, fresh basil, ricotta and
baby mozzarella balls, with Balsamic Vinaigrette.
The meal began with Jane's
Greek salad. She asked Anne if
she would like a bite and thus
the platter of fresh olives, tomatoes, lettuce, feta cheese, and
Balsamic Vinaigrette was devoured. Our meals arrived soon
after Anne immediately dove
into her tapa, exclaiming that

the response was the same for
both Jane and Anne—scrumptious! You're probably wondering what a meal like this set us
back. You will be happy to
know that we only spent $27.00
between the two of us, and chat
is including tip! The Tripod was
happy, we were happy, and you
will undoubtedly be happy
when you dine at Tapas. Overall, both of us had a delightful
evening and therefore wholeheartedly rate Tapas a commendable two (relatively cheap)
thumbs up.

NATE CURTIS
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When Smoke Gets in Your Eyes: Reaching The
Limits Of Rationalism In Defense Of Cigarettes

people do irrational and stupid things years ago). In my rational mind, 1 self of part of myself.
This article has been very difficult
all the time. However, there is a prob- know I have to stop, that for my own
lem for my psyche, because I have al- physical well-being, it is a necessity. to write. It is extremely stressful to
ways fantasized that I am a However, each time I tried to quit, it analyze yourself and be critically honI was going to write an article this predominantly rational being.
was impossible. The physical need for est with yourself, especially about a
week criticizing the Buildings and
The fact that I have been pursuing a cigarettes was undeniable, but more bad habit that you know is essentially
Grounds Department, and how in my course of action for the last four years than that, there is a social aspect and indefensible in a rational sense. I don't
three years here at Trinity, they have that is patently irrational is troubling, an identity aspect to smoking that I even want to recount how many cigabeen utterly incapable of getting stu- to say the least. My task is obvious, and found hard to abandon.
rettes were smoked during this article's
dent dormitories warm within a yet very difficult: 1 must put my SoWhen I tried to quit, I realized how creation. The thing about smoking is
month of when the Great Outdoors phistic skills to use and defend the in- much I missed the impromptu com- that it has a kind of mystical allure
gets cold. Not only would this have defensible.
How do I trick myself munities which form when you take a that is impossible to capture rationally.
been crass and unimaginative, it into believing that what I'm doing is break and smoke with close friends or The fact is that smoking doesn't make
would have been a moot point by now, okay? How do I continue to ignore that complete strangers. The ice is imme- rational sense, and it never will. Maybe
diately broken when you smoke with this is the most.sensible explanation
Many people have asked me why I smoke, in defiance of all reason and someone you don't know There is au- anyone can arrive at to explain the
tomatically a kind of unspoken inti- smoking phenomenon.
every relevant medical study. The answer IS complicated.
The most troubling thing about my
macy between you and your fellow
smokers, perhaps born out of the fact "nasty habit" is not that I might die
since my room is now toasty. I won't pesky Surgeon General's Warning on
that your habit makes you a social out- from it, but that it complicates the faith
look a gift horse in the mouth, at least the side of every pack, listing all of
cast in many situations. A shared bur- that I have in my rational sensibility.
those Horrible diseases that I will get
on this occasion.
den becomes a powerful unifying force Smoking leads to the death of twenty
In this fictional article, I was going if I continue to smoke?
in this context.
five percent of the people who use it
to kvetch about how I got sick this
The most obvious answer is that I'm
as directed, and yet oddly, it holds an
Furthermore,
each
time
I
tried'to
week because of how cold my dorm addicted to nicotine and that I'm a
allure. I think this allure consists of
quit,
I
realized
that
"smoker"
was
one
room was. However, after further re- wretch who simply waits for the next
something more than addiction. Being
flection on this topic, and after hear- cigarette buzz, caring for nothing else. of the ways in which I identified mya
smoker is an identity that is in some
self.
This
designation
had
become
an
ing from various self-proclaimed However, addiction doesn't fully exways
comparable to a nationality, with
important
distinction,
like
"college
medical experts about how you can't plain why I smoke.
shared customs and mores. Much like
student"
and
"film
buff."
It
had
become
get sick just from being cold, I decided
Yes, my body needs nicotine: withthat I would be honest with myself out it, I will be physically ill. But nicoabout my sickness: T got sick because tine doesn't just provide the absence of
There is automatically a kind of unspoken intimacy
I'm a smoker.
withdrawal symptoms. It produces
between
you and your fellow smokers, perhaps born out
1
Even if it had been a balmy eighty something, too: as an example, it reof the fact that your habit makes you a social outcast
degrees in my room, I still would have lieves stress. I don't just need nicotine.
Amazingly
enough,
I
enjoy
it,
too.
Abgotten sick, because my respiratory
system is in constant shock from the solute strangers and close friends alike part of who I was, and part of what this latter phenomenon, rationality
chemicals that I willingly and gladly have marveled at this assertion. Most separated me from everyone else. In doesn't really come into the picture
deliver to it. Many people have asked people assume it is just debilitating ad- other words, being a smoker was part with smoking. Smoking exists outside
me why I smoke, in defiance of all rea- diction that keeps smokers coming of what made me unique, and if it's one of reason, and yet like nationality, it is
son and every relevant medical study. back for more, and that free-will canr • thing Americans (myself included) oddly appealing. I guess reason doesn't
The answer is complicated, since not possibly be involved.
Want to be, it's unique. It was im- account for everything, or if it does, at
there is no reasonable response. There
I've tried to stop smoking (admit- mensely difficult to peel off a layer of least I've comforted myself with a
wouldn't be a problem here, singe tedly, the last time I trie.cj was a few who I was, since I was divesting my- semi^convincing illusion.
BY LINCOLN HBNEMAN
Features Writer

Hard Hitting Interview:
A Man And His Forty
My Chair and President Dobelle's Weekend
BY BRIAN NANOS
Features Writer

Last Saturday night, I was given the
honor of interviewing the President of
our school, Dr. Evan S. Dobelle, himself.
Actually, it was a funny coincidence. I
stumbled into my room after drinking
a Colt 45 and a few other random beverages, and he was there in my room. I
can't really be sure if I was talking to
Dobelle or my chair, but either way, I
conducted an interview:
Me: Thank you for joining me.
Dobelle/My Chair: Oh, no problem,
Brian, I'm glad to give anyone an interview who I've heard so much about
around campus. Can 1 have an autograph?
Me: Maybe later, but now, down to
business; how do you feel the campus
life is at Trinity?
Dobelle: I think the campus life at
Trinity is a fine blend of academics and
social life.
Me: Well, now that you mentioned social life, how do you feel about drinking?
Dobelle: Drinking is great! Last night,
I finished an entire fifth of ... oh, wait,
you mean the students drinking. Officially, I think that underage drinking is
not only, illegal, but it is immoral as
well, or at least that's what I'm telling
you.
Me: Why won't you tell me what you
really think?
Dobelle: The trustees won't let me.
(Lowers voice) But between you and me,
I was one of those people standing outside of Tropical trying to push past the

campus security. I mean seriously, who
can pass down a pool, beer, and girls in
those grass skirts? You know what I
mean. (Winks)
Me: Yes, I do, Dr. Dobelle, yes, I do. On a
side note, have you seen my roommate?
Because I haven't seen him since that
night at Tropical. I mean, occasionally I
get a phone call saying "I'm coining
home," but then 1 hear this cow in the
background... oh, wait, back to the issues.
On a topic related to drinking, what do
you feel about drugs on the campus?
Dobelle: Drugs are what bring society
and this college down. I mean, rolling a
phat blunt and smoking out on your
porch is one thing, but these kids just
take their drugs too far! As the quote
from the great mind, Thurgood Jenkins
in that ageless film Half-Baked goes, "I
don't do drugs, just weed." That's how our
school should be. These kids are way out
of line with their crack and their heroine. Why can't people just stick to the
basics? Why can't... (He repeated this
line over and over again whilestaring at
the floor and nodding in disapproval.)
Me: Dr. Dobelle, are you gonna be ok?
Dobelle: Why can't people... oh, why,
yes. I'm fine. How are you?
Me: Good sir, thank you for asking.
Dobelle: Can I go now? I hear there's
an 80's party at the Barn,
Me: Ok. Well, Dr. Dobelle, thank you for
your time, this will be a great interview
for the paper.

TOADSPLACE- A New Haven Landmark in the heart of ; ; Yale;

WBBBM
Oct. 21

T H E SMITHEREENS+Simple Jim, The Flames

Oct. 22

R I D E R S O N T H E STORM+THeMercii(ySeed,Seate,Splice

Oct. 25

SHANNON CURFMAN +SweeterThan Wine

Oct. 26

K Y - M A N I M A R L E Y + Lavaska, Holy Smote

Oct. 28

TYPE 0 NEGATIVE+ Puyaf Dead Flowers

Oct. 29

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS

Oct. 31

WPLR'S KOOKS &SPOOKS CONVENTION

Nov.1

BOUNTY KILLER

Nov. 4

G A L A C T I C + Anders Osborng

Nov. 5

DEEP BANANA BLACKOUT

Nov.6

eary show M R , B U N G L E doors @ ?pm

Nov. 11

Rusted Roots: MICHAEL GLABICKI

Nov. 12
Nov. 16
Nov. 18
Nov. 21
Nov. 22

And so, Dr. Dobelle and I spent the entire night and most of the morning at the
80s party. And everyone I saw on Sunday asked, "Why were you dancing with
your chair all night?"

'The Legendary: IVIAX G R E E K t Smoke the Prophet, 4:20
JOHNNY WINTER+SusanAngeletti Band

SHAGGY
STEVE VAI+Michael Hainan
JAZZ IS DEAD'

EVERY SATURDAY: THE ORIGINAL SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE PARTY
, EVERY WEDNESDAY: DANCiPARTY FREE ADM. COLLEGE I.D.
III'WIIIMIH
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The 90s Legacy: Stuck In The
Past For Lack Of A Present
BY A N D R E W PETERSON

Features Writer

I would like to take a moment, if I may,
to ask a question: What the hell is wrong
with us? Allow me, if I may, to elaborate.
This past weekend we celebrated, and in
the mercilessly acrid fashion that only
the inebriated obtuse and financially secure can ever hope to posses, what will
forever be remembered as the final 80s
Party of the millennium. And, as frightening and meaningless as that may be,
it's the truth. Even more frightening,
however, is the possibility that a few
short years from now, barring the end of
the world and our collective eternal
damnation by the Board of Trustees,
there could be a 90s party.
Picture it: A whole new generation of
the academically impaired assembled to
fondly wax nostalgic about the ten years
they spent between toilet training and
puberty, gently swaying to the sounds of

but you will not confuse that with laying witness to even the ghost of a cultural episode that might someday spawn
something vaguely resembling a social
consciousness. It didn't happen.
The Eighties, rather, do not belong to
us; we were simply passing through like
a kidney stone in the bowels of Eternity.
Why, then, do we insist on obsessing over
this miserable decade? Why not bury it
alongside those fabulous 40's? Why
must we constantly resurrect it and
disco and swing dancing and every other
God-forsaken half-forgotten fad in a
half-witted effort to show off the size of
our hippocampi and the extent of our
free time? Have we become so vain as to
think our own decade impervious to the
insults we incessantly insinuate of years
past? Do you really think - yes, I'm talking to you - do you really think that cargo
pants are due to make a lasting contribution to the world of casual apparel? I
know I do, but I like big pockets.
The point remains, however; What the

Why then do we insist on obsessing over this miserable
decade? Why not bury it alongside those fabulous 40's?
the Electric Slide a la Macarana a la
Mambo Number Five. And make no mistake about it, they will laugh at us. More
you than me, but they'll be laughingjust
the same.
You may have thought that, somehow,
this would not be the case. You may have
thought the Eighties were, in fact, "our
time." You may have thought that Poison
was irrefutably a damn good band. You
are, however, wrong. You almost certainly spent a lot of time watching the
"Movie Loft" recap the slow and odious
decay of Mr Cusack's would-be career,

hell is the matter with us? Is it possible
that we, the youth of America, have been
so intent on spending every free moment
poking fun at everybody else solely for
the sake of our own amusement that
we've forgotten to do anything worth
making fun of ten years from now? The
answer, of course, is no. We'll always have
our Political Correctness, our Backstreet
Boys, our New York Yankees, and a thousand other atrocities that will be laughed
at by our successors for years to come. It's
just hard to imagine anyone wanting to
celebrate them.
,. ,

•rossword 101
ByEdCaniy

"Triplehanded"

39 Rajah's wife
40 Vane initials
41 TV's Mr. Rogers
42 Follows woman or man

43 Expires
44 Revolvers
45 "Out of
."

48 Bargain event
49 Baseball apparel
52 THREE FOLLOWING
HAND
55 Resounded
56 Race tracks
57 First name in scat
58 Honda or Nissan
59 "Dam ft"
60 Apartmen!s:Slang

DOWN
1 Nothing doing:Slang
2 Dry

SCORTIO
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OCT25-NOV21
Remember the story of Solomon? Ever
wish that you could be that wise? This
week, some wishes do come true as a
strange twist of fate allows you to override your passionate heart. Suddenly
everything comes clear....This is a good
time to make important decisions.

5AGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C2I
Somebody certainly got under your
skin. Feeling a little mopey? Hate to
disappoint you, but anther rerun of
Friends is not the cure. Rather than
living vicariously through others, get
out there and raise a little hell of your
own. You'll feel muuuuch better.

¥

APR 2O - MAY 2O

You are the Lizard King. You have
proved that even steady, down-to-earth,
stable Taurii can bust a move when
given the right stimulus. Now that you
are the new Miss Thing, it's time to get
up, get out, and get some. Have no reservations - you're simply irresistible!

M

GEMINI
MAY 2! -JUN2O

Okay, Ice Queen/King, it's time to thaw
out. You're playing a role usually reserved for warlocks & evil stepmothers
and you're friends aren't taking it too
well. Come down off the pedestal and
join the rest of the party in the hot tub the blue cast is only f leetingly attractive.

CANCER

CAPRICORN
DE.C22.-JAN \9
Why do you always insist on hiding
your light under a basket while wasting time with people who don't really
appreciate you? It's time to give up the
martyrdom and figure out who your
real friends are. In the meantime, stop
wasting yourself in the weekend meat
market and save up for something really special instead.

O
The treasures of life are slipping
through your fingers faster than red
rain. For some reason, you have this
problem holding onto happiness. You
spend so much time dreaming about
the kind of life you want and analyzing why your life isn't perfect, that you
miss all the good stuff already there.
Stop and smell the damn roses, already!

AQUARIUS

LEO

JAN2o-rE£>i5

JUL25-AUG22

Financially, this just isn't your week. You are never good at adjusting or
Sometimes you can catch the lepre- adapting to anything. You like things
chauns and sometimes they're just a your way, all the way, all the time. Une*|«^fesS*.5o it's time to. pay up. fortunace;ly,«WrJiile your leadership
Don If worry "too much, though, cause skills are excellent, your flexibility
'your contribution to the Karmic Pot needs a little work. If you keep runo'Gold will come back to you. Maybe ning into brick walls, try using the
even with stock options on the side.
door instead. Adding a third dimension can make quite a difference.
TEB i?-MAR20
There comes a time in every life when
you have to say "Charge!" And 1 don't
mean on plastic. It's time for action,
aggressiveness, battle. You've gotta get
out there and get your knees dirty if
you seek victory, so stick the band-aids
in your back pocket and head out!

VIRGO
AUG25-5EPT22
It's common knowledge that Lady
Luck is golden - she favors the bold. But
you may have over played this hand
trying to wrap everyone around your
fingers. Pushing will get you kicked
out of the hall, but a concession will
leave you in the game for another

ARIES

. LIBRA

MAR 2 1 - A P R

My child, you are blessed. You have
been given the chalice and it is your
turn to drink. Choose your poison
carefully. You are renewed and uplifted. The negative energy drains
away. The actions you have taken are
correct and will produce rewards.
3 PCs
4 B.RO.E. member

5 One arm bandits
6 Queen's home
7 Single
S Private
9 Alpine capital
10 Rumanian city
11 Michael Jordan wear
12 Plant grass
14 Farewelllo Pedro
17 Removes
18 Unclothed
22 Edgy
23 Dice
24 More than enough
25 Indian garments
26'49ertool

33 Posteriors
35 Bullfighter
36 Lifting devices
41 Taxing matter
42 Polynesian dances
43 Australian wild dog
44 Irritates
45 Taj Mahal city
46 Munich wife
47 Lease
48 Shoo
49 Coke for one
50_langsyne •
51 School orgs.
53 Ms, Pefon
54 Energy
Quotable Quote

27 Sounded like a crow
28 Newscaster Sawyer
29 Draw a conclusion
30 Distributes
32 Nat & family

By G¥UAssociates E-Mail: BOCW32@aol.eora
Mail; GV% P.O. Box 461, ScHenwitady, NY 12301
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than none at all."
... Maik Twain

SEPT. 2 5 - O C T 2 2
Close to Halloween, Death seems appropriate, especially for the solemn sign
of Justice. As the seasons turn, the leaves
wither and fall, signaling the approach
of winter. Take a lesson and learn to let
go. The change will be beneficial.
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"It Is better to hav$ old

$econd-h$ncf diamonds
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V

' TAURUS

PI5CES

ACROSS
1 Precedes brand
5 Mall unit
9 Prohibits
13 Evangelist Roberts
14 Put In a row
15 Buffalo's lake
16 THREE FOLLOWING
HAND
19 Asner & Harris
20 Baptism for one
21 Made smoother
22 New Mexico art
colony
23 Put so sleep
24 Evaluate
27 Ic8 cream holder
28 Lackluster
31 Pine tree state
32 Miracle Town
33 Conifer
34 THREE FOLLOWING
HAND

37 Dwell
38 Cheers for 35 down

Mystical Tauot
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The Third Man Is Classic Cinema At Its Best
BY ZACH PAVA

Arts Writer

Director Carol Reed's The
Third Man (1949), the story of
an American writer's search for
the truth behind the death of
his best friend in Vienna, is a triumph of outstanding movie
making.
The brilliant plot sometimes
seems like an added bonus and
the technical craftsmanship behind the film helps it to work on
many levels. A mystery, a love
story, and an in-depth character study, the film is^also highlighted by short comical
interludes. These offer the audience much appreciated
breaks from the action.
The film begins with writer
Holly Martins (Joseph Cotton)
getting off a train in Vienna. He
is there in -response to an invitation for a job offering from his
old college friend Harry Lime
(Orson Welles).
Upon arriving, however, Martins is informed of the death of
Lime, whose body is being buried at a nearby cemetery. At the
funeral service he meets Major
Calloway (Trevor Howard), who
encourages him to go back to
America.
But Martins can do no such
thing, especially after hearing
conflicting stories concerning
Lime's "accidental" death from
the mischievous Kurtz (Ernst
Deutsch) and from Porter (Paul
Hoetbiger), who heard the incident from the window of his
apartment.

tins finally gets the conclusive
evidence that will eventually
lead him to solve the case.
In the scene, a person's identity is revealed after a beam of
light stemming from another
person's apartment window
shines brightly on the shadow
from which this person was
hiding beneath.
The film's musical score creates a mood of loneliness and
despair that haunts Martins
and Schmidt throughout the
picture.
The background shots in the
film convey the same sense, as
Reed allows the audience to
connect strongly with the dark
WWW.CULTUREVULTURE.COM
atmosphere of postwar Vienna
Joseph Cotton and Orson Welles in The Third Man.
that engulfs the story.
Martins soon comes to sus- Martins, but can't help but ac- point of view than the first part.
One of the many humorous
The film's technical achieve- scenes in the film involves a
pect that Lime was murdered, a ti vely remind herself of her love
notion Calloway disregards, for Lime, which is evident when ments add to the story im- "life-threatening" car ride in
leaving Martins to investigate she mistakenly calls Holly mensely.
which a driver speeds through
by himself.
Reed's direction is reminis- the streets with Martins hang"Harry." Martins, meanwhile,
This is merely the set up for willingly allows himself to fall cent of that of Alfred. ing on in desperation in the
the plot. Martins soon meets completely in love with Hitchcock's in the way he used back seat.
Anna Schmidt (Alida Valli), Schmidt, even though his main different camera angles to capThe viewer fears for Martin's
life until finding out that his unknowing destination is a buildThe Third Man is a compliation of great acting, writing, and
ing where he is scheduled to
directing that few films in the history of cinema have come close give a lecture for a goofy old
man named Crabbin (Wilfred
to matching.
Hyde-White), which spells instant relief.
The Third Man is a compilawhom he first saw at the fu- objective is supposed to be fig- ture the action and especially
neral. The relationship that de- uring out the mysteries behind the reactions on the faces of the tion of great acting, writing, and
characters.
directing that few films in the
velops between the two of them Lime's death.
is the glue that holds the story
He also uses lighting to great history of cinema have come
To tell more of the plot would
together.
ruin the surprise that waits for effectiveness, a most impressive close to matching.
The most satisfying aspect of
Schmidt is the one person those who have not seen the accomplishment considering
who is as eager to solve the case movie, but the final third of the that the film was shot in black the film is that it is smart
enough to keep the audience
as Martins; she was Lime's girl- film explores the power of cor- and white.
This is no more apparent guessing right up until the final
ruption and greed to a greater
friend.
She has certain feelings for extent and from very different than in the scene in which Mar- scene. I recommend it highly.

fcmm&Lm

Robbie McCauley Explores Love
And Race In The United States
In an interesting moment of powerful theatrical moment.
audience
participation,
In a more humorous section
Arts Editor
McCauley handed out index of the piece, McCauley begins to
cards to random white mem- dress for her lecture. While
Acclaimed writer and direc- bers of the audience. She then dressing, she reveals a pair of
tor and new faculty member asked them to read what was electric red, strappy platform
shoes which evoke all kinds of
Robbie McCauley performed written on the cards aloud.
her work-in-progress Love and
She then mockingly thanked images and as McCauley later
Race in the United States Revis- the participants and all white said, "tell a story all their own"
ited, at last, week's Studio 47 people in general for their paThe piece ends with
Performance in Seabury Hall.
pers and essays and diagrams, McCauley's lecture, an unexHer performance began with in other.words, the white pectedly amusing presentation
a memory of her character's person's method of dealing with of some potentially controversial material. Her topic of misyouth as a black girl on the racial issues.
Fourth of July in the postwar
Ayhis point, McCauley got to cegenation makes McCauley's
South. However, right in the the heart of her argument and character extremely nervous
middle of what suddenly be- that is that one cannot discuss and made the audience, an aucomes a painful memory, - race and love in the United dience that consisted of mostly
students and educators, laugh
they're famliar with the
[McCauley] opens up painful subjects and because
dangers of presenting controNATE CURTIS
leaves them unresolved and ready for
versial material in the academic Theater and Dance Prof essor Robbie McCauley.
setting.
discussion.
which she works with the audi- in the dialogue.
She ended her lecture and the ence. Her material is taken from . Surprisingly, McCauley was
McCauley cuts off her speech States without also discussing piece by telling'her audience both her own life and from her not intending this and she plans
and sighing says, that she needs class, slavery and colonialism. • -that she hoped they would at- imagination, She writes "too to use the comments from the
t o b e " m o r e a c a d e m i c . " • : '•'''•'•' McCauley later explained to the, tend -her next lecture ."Will many wprds" and fills reams of audience to refine the piece and
Quickly, the audience audience that these:arfc'keyi#is" '•iWhite Power ;Sufvive-And paper and'then starts to edit the make the dialogue less choppy.
switches gears and realizes that. sues thatneed'to be dealt with Should It?" and she promises
McCauley's performance was
McCauley is practicing for an • : and explored. By. opening up them' that next "time she-will :, McCauley expressed an inter-, truly thought-provoking and
upcoming lecture. -Before the. painful issues, through cathar- keep her "emotions in her est to incorporate more move- did exactly what her character
performance, McCauley had sis, many of these issues will mouth."'
ment into the piece, especially hopes to do; It opens up painful
•subtitled the piece "the dress re- begin to resolve themselves. She1
Lucky for the audience, . danced However, even though ' subjects and leaves them unrehearsal;" the audience now un- wants people to "open wounds." McCauley let her emotions out McCauley doubted the effect of solved and ready for discussion.
derstands.
•;
Her character wants discussion of her mouth during the perfor- the movement within her piece, However, the piece is not painGradually, McCauley's. char- and admittance, not analysis or mance an d the audience was on the performance showed that ful or difficult to watch, even
acter, her history and her denial.
the receiving end of some pow- she had a strong command of though it does bring up issues
thoughts, •come out in little
Later in the performance, she erful images and stories and movement. Her use of tap dur- •• that may be uncomfortable for
spurts of dialogue. She endeav- refers to herself as the "Race some very thought-provoking ing a monologue about families the audience. The piece is inors to discuss the issue of race Doctor" and begins to penetrate issues.McCauley's effect on her during the war, and her many triguing and often funny, which
in the United States, but pain- deeper and deeper into the is- audience was apparent in the uses of a folding chair as a cage showcases McCauley's amazing
ful memories and her passion sues of racism. A painful child; question and answer section show this.
versatility. This "dress refor this particular subject get in hood story about racism and that took place after the perforThe audience repeatedly ad- hearsal" is definitely more than
theway she has to stop and be- sexual abuse causes her to gag mance.
mired McCauley's ability to cre- ready for a promising final perginagain.
in horror and creates a very
McCauley shared the way in ate discomfort with the breaks formance.
BY AMY BUCHNER
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Muddled Script Creates A
Problem For Lady Macbeth
Her use of expletives, starting nearly
every
modern sentence with "shit," in an
KATE HUTCHINSON
attempt
to modernize her speech from
Tripod Editors
that of Queen Macbeth's were not fully
effective.
"Out damn spot!" You all know the faHer costuming was incongruous, fitmous lines, but Rebecca Ortese took a ting neither Lady Macbeth nor the acwhole new, though not completely suc- tress, and neither writer of this article
cessful, look at Lady Macbeth. Ortese's can figure out why Ortese's actress, supone woman show chronicled both the posedly trained in Wisconsin, would
madness of Lady Macbeth and the in- wow the audience with beautiful Spansanity of a twentieth century actress ish singing.
trapped in an abusive relationship.
While Ortese created an abusive mate
Ortese's work was clearly the result of for her actress who was truly a demon,
•a great deal of effort on her part, which she detracted from the fear aroused by
was complimented by excellent lighting him-portraying him as both terrifying
and sound from the Garminy technical and childish.
crew.
In one fit of rage, he refers to himself
Ortese modulated both her voice and as "the cucka-doodoo jackal penis with
facial expressions expertly to convey joy, the massive cock," the audience found itsorrow, fear, depression and lunacy. Her self laughing, albeit uneasily, while they
portrayal of Lady Macbeth also showed ought to have been cringing.
her to be a competent and impressive
It's important to note that difficulties
Shakespearean actress.
in this piece arose, we think, from the
However, the piece left some things to script, rather than the acting. For inbe desired. While Ortese was capable of stance, problems aside, Ortese's acting
inspiring great fear in her audience, like was solid. She also has a beautiful singtwisting her face into hideous masks of ing voice, but the play sometimes had
insanity as she enacted Lady Macbeth's trouble standing on its own relying on a
murderous lust for the crown, or her heavy command of the original,
abused actress' unreasoning terror of her Shakespearean Macbeth that not all
one-time lover, she seemed unable to re- viewers may have had.
lieve this tension. Ortese lead the viewer
On the whole, this was a good actress
through peaks and valleys with no with a few difficulties performing a play
discernable summit.
with some problems. This was a piece
Timing was also an issue. Things that definitely had moments, but also
which were fully explored, such as a bi- lacked a few key parts.
zarre and cruelly disruptive appearance
Overall the impression was muddled.
of the actress' tormentor at a Somewhere between Lady Macbeth
Shakespeare festival, went on too long, swaggering to swing tunes about "That
diminishing their full power. Other Old Black Magic," and scaring the pants
points were explored, but scantily, rob- off the audience, and the "Jackal Penis"
bing them of their full potential. Further, is a really impressive piece struggling to
Ortese had some problems with her get out, but sadly, it didn't quite make it
"modern" acting.
this time around.
BY NATE CURTIS AND

Catch Tango at Cinestudio. This
film, which is a part of the Latin
American Film Series, tells the story
of a man who leaves his homeland of
Spain for Argentina, in pursuit of the
world's most passionate dance, the
tango. Tango will be playing on November 3 at 7:30 PM.
Stop by the William Benton Museum of Art at UConn and visit The
Heart ofWhitebird: The Art ofTomie
dePaola exhibit. Drawings and paintings by this children's book illustrator
will be on despiay. The museum is
open Tuesday through Friday from 104:30.
Don't Miss the Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble as they perform Ten).
this weekend. This is the first installment of the Austin Art Center's twopart celebration of the ensemble's
ten-year anniversary. See the new
ensemble and alumni/ae at Goodwin
Theater October 29 and 30 at 8 PM.
Tickets are free with Trinity ID.
See New York Highs, a new play by
William Strouse, directed by Tracey
Costa, in Seabury 19 at 4:15 and 8 PM
on October 28. Free Admission. No
ticket required.

fc*

Trinity College Chapel Organ Series
presents
American Concert Organist

Janice Beck
Sunday, November 7,
at :3 pm.

MfflBBDlfflHHD
Ms. Beck's recital career has taken her from coast to coast in
:he United States, and she is perhaps more widely known ii
Europe than any other active American organist.
She was a student of Catharine Crozier at Rollins College,
Marilyn Mason at the University of Michigan and Jean
Langlais and Nadia Boulanger in Paris.
A review in the Diapason stated "An electrifying performance (by) this gifted and experienced artist... a secure and
compelling performance... Riveting and memorable moments... Energy, precision, and virtuosity, qualities Ms.Beck
possesses in abundance."
She has recorded for Musical Heritage Society, Arkay, and
REM Editions.
Her Trinity program will include Franck's Choral III,
Vierne's Carillon de Westminster, Bach's Praludium in C
minor, BWV 546 and Mendelssohn's Sonata II.
ieating is on a non-reserved basis and admission at the doo
$7 general and $for senior citizens. For further informatioi
call 987-6210.

Adrienne Rich At Trinity
BY MATTHEW CUSHING

Arts Writer

Looking frail and physically worn out
as she approached the podium to speak,
Adrienne Rich was met by an excitable
and appreciative crowd in Hamlin Hall.
One of the most distinguished living
American poets, Rich visited Trinity on
October 18 to read from her new book
Midnight Salvage:Poems 1995-1998.
Rich insists that "all kinds of language

woman, the drag queen, the paraplegicforces her audience to question and redefine what and who poetry is for.
Over the past forty years, Rich has
published more than fifteen volumes of
poetry. She was born in Baltimore in
1929, and by the time she was twentyone she was chosen by W. H. Auden Rich
for the Yale Younger Poet Series. Her
book, Diving into the Wreck, was a cowinner of the National Book Award for
Poetry, and she has also been a finalist
for the National Book Critics Award

Her Whitman-esque embrace of those voices in society
silenced.. • forces her audience to question and redefine
what and who poetry is for.
fly into poetry, like it or not." She described the first poem she read as a "theatre of voices," in which questions about
"art, sexuality, and politics" are raised.
After this intense, sprawling poem,
she sensed the overwhelmingly silent
reaction of the audience. Smiling, she
prefaced her next poem by saying "and
now for something a little bit lighter,"
going on to read an eclectic mix of poems about love, sexuality, and art.
In Midnight Salvage, Rich seeks to
widen art's access, and to reject the
"death mask/and the English cemetery
all so under control and so/eternal."
This refusal to play by the rules infuses
every poem.
• In "The Art of Translation," for instance, Rich celebrates the translator
who allows access to the canon-excluded, to the poet whose work is itself
an act of translation, and to any reader
who speaks from the heart, "a zone that
remains otherwise untranslatable."
Her Whitman-esque embrace of those
voices in society silenced-the homeless

among many other awards...
Along the way, Rich's poems have
metamorphosed from painstaking,
decorous works to more visionary, prophetic works of anger.
As a poet, feminist thinker, and political activist, she addresses the dislocation
of the world, especially the divorce of the
private and public.
Rich says, "I intend to go on trying to
be part of what I think of as an underground stream—of voices resisting the
voices that tell us we are nothing."
A major figure in American poetry for
over a generation, she brings a piercing
candor to human relationships in her
works.
After her reading at Hamlin Hall, Rich
signed copies of her new book and engaged in conversation with professors
and students.
The performance was overcrowded,
and at times difficult to hear. But it was
a unique opportunity to see one of
America's greatest living writers read
from her works.
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Fight Club Sends Out
Message Of Violence
BY DEVIN PHARR

Senior Editor
Every so often a movie like Fight Club
comes along and really scares me. Not
because it has axe-wielding psychos or
reverse vampires, but because I'm worried about what kind of message this
gives children.
Knowing that this comes from me, it
sounds like I'm trying to pick up women.
I love action movies and feel they are and
should always be a mainstay in film.
This is an action movie, and a very
good one too. Not only is the action entertaining, it is believable, attractive and
real.

life.
This movie is very good. The actors do
a good job portraying their characters.
They are helped somewhat by the consistent disbelief the audience has at their
actions (How can you ask yourself if you
. believe a character when you're busy trying to believe what a character is doing?).
With a little suspension of disbelief even
you can really get into the pulse of the
film.
Fight Club is a club formed by Pitt
and Norton as a sort of support group for
WWW.CULTUREVULTURECOM
men.
Brad
Pitt
and
Edward
Norton
in
Fight
Club.
They fight in the basement of a club,
Soon they spread chaos about the city, tions.
beating the crap out of each other until
one man gives in or is knocked uncon- but instead of vengence against .people
Just watching it at face value it points
scious.
they use their manpower to violently at- out some of the wrongs of society and
tack the contradictions and injustices in what to do about them in a sort of
society.
Anarchist's Cookbook Volume II.
Most of these revolve around people
Part of what makes it so good is ,that
being mistreated or held back by the other films have a conscience, this one
greedy.
doesn't bother.
One of the funniest parts in the film
The technical aspects are excellent
involves the making and selling of soap, giving Fight C!ub the charm of a well
Durden's profession. He is a chemistry written, but misguided paper; someexpert, with his knowledge extending thing I'm sure most of us have heard.
from that between people to
For example (in a truly brilliant

Part of what makes it so good is that other films
have a conscience, this one doesn't bother.

WWW.CULTUREVULTURE.COM

Helena Bohham Carter and Edward Norton.

This is normal enough, however Fight
Club not only makes being bad appealing, it makes it demonically attractive
while practically saying this kind of violence is what we should all support.
In fact it is almost tragic how good a
movie this is, considering that many
people will be turned off by it's portrayal
of the damage grown men can do
barefisted.
Fight Club is the bad boy, a short snippet of miscreance in society with all of
the fun and none of the responsibility.
Edward Norton, very much a hero, plays
a white-collar, office working drone for
a car company. He is bored with his job,
he lives in an apartment, he has trouble
sleeping.
He is not so disillusioned as he is confused, because he recognizes his life
should be good, yet it is pointless and
passing and filled with items from Scandinavian furniture magazines.
The audience watches him plod on
through his life, as he tells the story, so

So far it sounds like most Van Damme
movies. But then both men get up laughing and hugging the guy they were just
knocked senseless by. Are you beginning
to understand why I am concerned
about what kind of message this sends
to impressionableminds?
It should be obvious but if not try this
at the next party you go to and see if you
get the same reaction.
The violence in the film is handled
fairly responsibly otherwise. These men,
fighting all the time, are not able to just •
shake off their injuries.
They are bruised, scarred and bleed
terribly from just a few punches, as any
doctor will tell you, it's pretty real. There
were two parts where I felt this wasn't
done too realistically.
First, their hands were impervious,
while after those same few punches they
might have been in worse shape than
their heads.
Second, getting hit in the head and
abdomen is extremely dangerous con-

Fight Club not only makes being bad appealing, it
makes it demonically attractive while practically saying
this kind of violence is what we should support
tired of living this way it means more
to us than it does to him. Then with the
unusual suddeness of unrecognized significance he meets Tyler Durden.
Durden (played by Brad Pitt )is the
wild one, the type of boy who seems to
have grown up on a playground without rules.
Durden is the non-corformist, the
smart-ass* the comedian and the pornstar that every adolescent dreams of or
is trying to be.
He is a character without remorse
because he is always right.
He is a character without a standard
sense of morality because he has invented his own. He is the 'potential energy' of society's downfall by simply
enticing people to mimic him and make
lefts where they should be making
rights. There are even worse reasons that
Brad Pitt's character is so irresponsibly
dangerous. Iwon't tell you them because
1 want you to see this film regardless of
what it might do to your persepctive on

sidering permanent damage that could
be done to the brain and vital organs.
These men did not suffer such problems even when fighting four or five
timesa week.
The fighting is not the premise of this
story. The story is about Pitt and Norton
as friends in what becomes a swiftly escalating assault on society.
One fight club leads to more fightclubs. That leads to personal antisocial
activities. Then that leads to group antisocietal terrorism.
As the group's ringleaders, they are
not interested in hurting or killing
people. In fact one scene becomes quite
tense when a man enters brandishing a
gun. Up to that point there were none in
the film.
Durden uses his natural leadership to
found the fight club members into something he calls Project Mayhem.
He recruits members of" the fight clubs
and the disgruntled lower and middle
classes, then turns them into an army of
vigilantes and vandals.

bombmaking.
Project Mayhem culminates just as
Norton figures out that it has spread
across the country.
He determines that he must stop Pitt
before this army of 'slaves to his will' step
out from the underground and threaten
a society he never felt a part of to begin
with. .
This is such a dangerous film because
there is very little consequence to its ac-

scriptwriting move) it uses an unresolved scene from the end of the film at
the beginning, directly paralleling the
fact that the audience is left at the end
to deal with the same society that they
were dealing with when they came in.
The only question that remains is
what are you gonna do about it.
The rest of the film is so much more
than the same. So see this movie. It's good.
It's dangerous. It's dark. It's bad. It's good.

Join the

Hartford Conservatory
Volunteer Program
located at 834 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, CT,

Volunteers work flexible schedules and hours!
Current Opportunities Available:

* Special One Time Projects- various one
time volunteer assignments as part of our
special projects group
* Assist in the Music Library- weekly
* General Office Work- weekly
* Computer Projects- weekly or as needed
Contact the Program Director, Elsa Arnett-Conley:
(860) 246-2588 ext.21 for more information.
Come join us and be an important part of our
performing arts family!!
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Hip Hop Poet Performs in Vernon Social Center
Neither could easily have sions towards participating apbeen
picked out of the sea of peared to offer little enthusiArts Writer
faces who had attended the asm with the approach, Moore's
reading.
intense readings, filled with
Last Tuesday night Trinity
Attired in worn kakkies and cries, screams, and shouts, caphad the privilege of receiving a a plain leather jacket, it was tured the audience and united
performance by critically ac- impossible to decipher Moore them behind the issues of huclaimed hip-hop poet Jessica from any other student or guest, manity that Moore addressed.
Care Moore.
until she was right on top of the
Creating a sense of commuA standing room only crowd audience.
nity is essential to expressing
greeted Moore in the Vernon
However, when she stood off the issues that both poets, but
Social Center. Since her premier stage, in front of the audience especially Moore, address.
at the Apollo Theater in the and stripped away her leather
Moore, who had worked exmid-1990s,
jacket to reveal a tie-die tee shirt, tensively with political activMoore has written her own Moore and her entourage, clad ists, often addressed the need for
women to see themselves as
poetry book, WORDS DONT in denim, were unmistakable.
FIT IN MY- MOUTH, and
Simmons and Moore's pres- separate from male driven stefounded her own publishing ence as performing poets is reotypes that are imposed.
In Moore's first poem, "Me as
company, Moore Black Press, to largely based in the sense of
Rainbows" she addressed a
woman's need to love what she
Moore achieved just as great an
finds in herself.
atmosphere of wholeness and community
Moore described her own
spiritual journey to unearth the
by literally allowing teh audience to
meaning of the "wo- in that
participate in a call and response of her
word Woman" in hopes that she
poetry.
would spark such a search in all
people to re-evaluate the socihighlight other emerging art- community that they bring to etal appointed names. Moore,
who grew up in Detroit, has
the reading.
ists.
seen
firsthand the trials of povPlaying off the audience's reThe performance, which
lasted a good hour and a half, actions, it often appeared hard erty.
In "First poem in the Book"
consisted not only of Moore's to decipher Simmons' poetry, in
own poetry, but also of touring particular, from his regular con- Moore uses a sense of humor
and irony, along with her style
guest poet and musician, versation.
Sharrif Simmons.
Although a bit distracting, it of repeating particular phrases
Not to mention the amusing proved an effective tool in entic- to no avail, in order to unnerve
interruptions by Moore's 4- ing the listener to become an her audience. Thus forcing
year-old son, who had accom-' active participant in the poetry them to face the harsh realities
of urban life that Moore depanied his mother to the poetry rather than a passive listener.
reading.
Moore achieved just as great scribes.
Aside from the strength of an atmosphere of wholeness
Possibly-the most moving seMoore and Simmons' lyrical and community by literally al- lection Moore performed dealt
tapestries, their presence was lowing the audience to partici- with Ameican inhibition to inunforgettable in a way that con- pate in a call and response of tegrate African American pride
tradicts conventional stage her poetry.
into the newly formed "politipresence.
Although initial apppehen- cally correct"'image.
BY MICAH COGEN

"Check This" is Moore's reaction to a proposal to introduce
a multi-cultural box into census burreau surveys.
Again, Moore uses the audience to her benefit, pursueding
her listeners to tell consensus
suuurveyors to "check this."
In her final poem, "Sweetest
Revolution" Moore addressed
established gender roles and
how they inhibit her acceptance as a strong willed poet in
male dominated poetry circles.
The repeating refrain of the
poem is an anecdote about a
man who asks Moore to whisper him a poem.
Moore proclaims, "1 want to
shout" and uses her body language, in particular, her hands,
to raise the spirits of the whole
auditorium.
A sample of Simmons'poetry
as well focussed on pressing issues.
In particular, Simmon spoke
of environmental activism and
addressed anti-capitalistic sen-

enviornrnental agenda of
"Mother Earth F******s are now
on Mars" is an intuitive commentary on the high degree of
materialistic attributes associated with such European icons
as fictional character James
Bond.
The climax of the night occurred after the performance
when Moore and Simmon
opened the mike to Trinity students.
Joining the audience to act as
listener's, Trinity students willfully volunteered to read on the
spot poetry (provided by Trinity students from various different walks of life) in an
unprecedented display of participation that was both hopeful and re-assuring.
In general Tuesday night's
poetry reading confirmed the
influence that poetry, especially in its most unconventional forms, still has on society.
Moore clearly has achieved
the revolutionary qualities and

When asked about how she felt about
the evening and readings of Trinity
students, she commented, "I had a
wonderful time.J feel the future is in good
hands."
timents in his rhythmic jam session with Moore entitled,
"Mother earth F*****s are now
on Mars."
Again, the poem lifted spirits
as well as awareness of the
damage done to the environment by wasteful corporations.
Well-hidden within : the

strengths of predecessors T.S.
Eliot and Alan Ginsberg,
When asked about how she
felt about the evening's performance and the readings
ofpoetry by Trinity students,
she commented, "I had a wonderful time... I feel the future is
in good hands,".

1234 56 7 8 9

TEN!
Doing anything well for a decade is a notable accomplishment. Creating an adventurous modern
dance/theater company and sustaining it for ten years is a stunning achievement. The 3UDY
DWORIN PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE celebrates its 10th anniversary in a special performance
featuring ensemble alumni/ae and including the exciting premiere of Earth dance.
Austin Arts Center ~ Garmany Hall
. Fridaxind Saturday, October 29 &'30'at.8pm
FREE with TrinityI.D.
(860) 297-2199
www.trincoU.edu/-aac
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Around
AT doesn't exactly know what was
going on last week, but Trinity was in rare
form. Maybe it was something in the water-after all, we did have it at that point.
Anyway, here's a few highlights from
Camp Trin Trin at its finest.

Can Someone Help This Man Find
The Bathroom?
Luckily for all at the Party Barn, one
attendee recalled a fashion trend of the
80s that seemed to escape the rest of the
party go-ers. This savvy historian recalled that many of the very hippest 80s
youth sported the "shower" look, which
consisted of a towel, boxers and bathroom sandals. The only question AT has
is why only go halfway? Where is the
soap dish and matching toiletries bag?

Gotta Love That Super-Effective
Alcohol Policy!
AT was pleased to see that another
student raged against the machine at the
Party Barn. This individual apparently
didn't incapacitate himself before the 80s
party like everyone else. This is probably
because he is over twenty-one years old
and knows how to consume alcohol in a
mature manner. Instead, he somehow
smuggled a funnel into the Palace of Paradise and declared "I may only get four
beers, but damnit, I'm going to drink
them irresponsibly." It's good to see that
the 'Administration has found a way to
curb the tomfoolery that stained this
campus for so long.

Wait Was That Guy...?
Yes, it's true. AT spotted one disgruntled Trin-Trin camper marching
through the Cave and the Library assailing the oppressive nature of midterm exams. Oh yeah, by the way, he was butt
naked with the exception of a laptop carrying case strategically draped so as to
contain his f ullglory. AT must admit they
are impressed at the populist attitude of
this "bagged" crusader as he took the ti me
to sit and discuss the merits of his argument with a girl who was trying to study.
For some reason she failed to speak coherently on the issue.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hidden Talents Emerge
This week was a veritable Broadway
musical here at Trin-Trin. Contrary to our
popular image as a relatively conserva1
tive place, several "macho maeho mendecided that they just needed to break it
down: 6he Tommy Croon let fly in
Mather with an impromptu rendition of
: the Banana Song, and two more, in a rare
demonstration of Jackson Hall male
shower solidarity, expressed their frustration elbquently singing "I want it that
way." We're not sure what it is that has so
successfully brought out the hidden talents of Trinity's community, but AT does
sort of wish they would put it back again.

J
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LECTHS
Ann Plato Lecture

Whaf s a Mrdangam?

The Faculty Club presents the Annual Ann Plato
Lecture on Wednesday, October 27. The guest speaker
will be Hayley S. Thomas, who will deliver her lecture
"Local Writes: Some Notes about Ethnography and West
Indian Literary Criticism." The presentation will begin
at 4:00 PM in the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall. A wine
and cheese reception will follow the speech.

Did you ever wonder about the dynamics of Indian
music? Discover the traditions of Indian sound at the
President's House on Thursday, Oct. 28 from 1:15 to 2:30
PM. Dr. T. Viswanathan will pe.rform with voice and
bamboo flute, accompanied by David Nelson on the
mrdangam drum. Light refreshments will be served
This World Music Presentation is sponsored by the
Music Department, the Office of the President, and Mrs.
KitDobelle.

British Pop Art
Dr. Thomas Crow of Yale University will present his
lecture, Varieties of Pop Art in Britain and America on
Wednesday, October 27 at 5:15 PM at the Yale Center for
British Art. Dr. Crow is the author of Modern Art in the
Common Culture-.Essays. Admission to the lecture is free.
Formore information, call the Center at (203)432-2800.

How Does A City Celebrate?
The Charter Oak Cultural Center will present the
panel discussion The Cultural Issues in Hartford
Roundtable Series: How Does A City Celebrate? on
Thursday, October 28 at 5:00 PM. Audience members
can join in with panel members to discuss the future of
creating large-scale celebrations in the city of Hartford.
Among the issues to be discussed will be the logistical
and creative aspects of planning and implementing an
event comparable to Trinidad Carnival or New Orleans
Mardi Gras. Admission is free. For more information,
please call the Cultural Center at (860) 249-1207.

Witches in Hallden
The Medieval and Renaissance Studies Department
will present a slide lecture in Hallden 121 on Friday,
November 12, at 12:00 PM. The lecture, "The Fall of
Hermogenes: Sorcery, Witchcraft, and the Visual Arts,
1400 -1800" will be given by Prof. Edward Peter, Henry
Charles Lea Professor of Medieval History, University
of Pennsylvania. A buffet lunch will be served.

Conscience of Race
Dr. Pericles Lewis of Yale University's Comparative
Literature Department will present his seminar "The
Conscience of Race: Balzac, Joyce, and the Dynamic of
Disillusionment" on November 1 a? the. Smith House.
Using the work of Joyce and Balzac, Dr. Lewis will investigate the relationship of modernist narrative techniques to the crisis of the liberal nation-state. In
particular, he will examine to which the individual protagonist are constructed to project a collective or "underlying ethic identity." He will speak in the Reese Room
at 4:15 PM. A reception will follow in the Mason Room.

New York Highs
The Studio 19 New Play Series will present New York
Highs on Thursday, October 28 at 4:15 and 8:00 PM, in
Studio 19 of Seabury Hall. The play was written by William Strouse '00 and is directed by Tracey Costa '00. It
is one in a continuing series which showcases new plays
written, directed, acted, and designed by students in
Professor Arthur Feinsod's playwriting classes. Admission is free. No ticket is required. The play is sponsored
by the Department of Theater and Dance.

Eight... Nine... TEN!
On Friday and Saturday, October 29 and 30, the Center Artists Series presents TEN! Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble. The first installment of the Austin
Arts Center's two-part celebration of the ensemble's ten
year anniversary includes signature works, featuring
screaming axes, luminous bathtubs, and provocative
visual words. TEN! welcomes company alumni/ae
along with a newly expanded ensemble and includes
the premiere of Earthdance, featuring magical puppets
and live music. Watch for Part Two of this tenth anniversary celebration: TENagain/in March.

Be Home By Midnight Now...
The Moscow City Ballet, one of Russia's finest ballet
companies, will perform the classic work Cinderella
when its debut American tour brings this superb 65dancer troupe to the University of Connecticut's
Jorgensen Auditorium on Saturday, November 6 at 8:00
PM. In this classic interpretation and retelling of
Cinderella, under the artistic direction of Victor
Smirnov-Golovanov, dancers breathe life into timeless
characters like the fairy tale prince, the wicked stepmother, the stepsisters, the fairy godmother, and
Cinderella herself— all set to composer Prokoviev's romantic, rousing score. Tickets range from $25 to $17,
with discounts available for students. For more information, call thejorgensen Box Office at (860) 486-4226,
or visit their website at wwwjorgensen.ct-arts.com.

CINESTUDIO
BEDROOMS AND HALLWAYS

Anybody Up for A Coolatta?
AT was rudely awakened by an XGame wannabe who saw the LSC quad as
his own personal playground. Apparently this all-star saw fit to do ddnuts,
perhaps in a vain attempt to falsify some
crop circles. Not satisfied with his artistry
the first time around, he returned an hour
and a half later to perfect his pathway to
the cosmic. Expect to see our friend on
When Morons Attack this week on FOX.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - OCTOBER

Wed, Oct. 27
Thu, Fri, Sat, Oct. 28,29,30
Sun, Oct. 31
Mon, Tue, Nov. 1,2

8:00 PM
7:30 PM
2:30,7:30 PM
7:30 PM

(Britain, 1999) Directed by Rose Troche. Screenplay by Robert Farrar. Cast: Kevin McKidd, Tom Hollander, Jennifer Ehle,
Simon Callowjames Purefoy.
Cinestudio presents the Hartford Premiere of a new film by Rose Troche, who put hip young lesbians on the cinematic
map in Go Fish. Bedrooms and Hallways joins a more ambi-sexual group of friends in bohemian London. Leo and Darren
are flatmates, each with a different problem: Darren's real estate agent boyfriend will only make love in empty houses; and
Leo has the hots for a straight Irishman in his men's consciousness-raising group. The laughs are infectious - especially
when the men's group, led by Shakespeare in Love's Simon Callow, goes to the wilderness for a night of drumming and
foraging for food...."a giddy comedy of erotic manners" - Stephen Holden, New York Times. 96 min.

BETTER THAN CHOCOLATE
••
;

Fri, Oct. 29
Sat, Oct. 30

9:35 PM
2:30,9:35 PM

• (Canada, 1999) Directed by Anna Wheeler. Screenplay by Peggy Thompson. Cast Wendy Crewson, Karen Dwyer, Christina Cox, Kevin Mundy.
•'• '•-'
•
Just when 19 year old Maggie finds her soulmate in Kim, who moves in but her newly divorced mother and her geeky
teenage brother? Coming out to her mother isn't easy, especially when she insists on believing that the 10 Percent bookstore where her daughter works is "one of those discount places." There's also trouble on the job, when a shipment of
lesbian erotica is seized at the Canadian border. Amid all the roadblocks to Maggie's happiness, Better Than Chocolate has
a delirious sense of romantic possibility, where even if girl meets girl and then loses girl, it can't be the end of the story.
Music by Sarah MacLachlan, Ani DiFranco, Bif Naked and Ferron. 103 min.
•

TANGO

Wed, Nov. 3

7:30 PM

:. (Spain/Argentina, 1999) Written and directed by Carlos Saura. Cast: Miguel Anget Sola, Mia Maestrojulio Bocca, Cecilia
'Navrone.
Carlos Saura, (Flamenco, Blood Wedding) leaves his homeland of Spain for Argentina, in pursuit of the world's most
passionate of dances - the tango. Saura brings to the screen some of the" best tango artists living today, in a story that
follows a middle-aged film director and his creation of a new dance review in Buenos Aires. The director, who has just been
left by his lover, searches for inspiration in both his turbulent personal life and the recent brutal history of Argentina A
special, one night return of the poetically-photographed masterpiece that celebrates survival, dance, friendship and the
joys of the collaborative process. 112 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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ART
Victorian Life and Love

Fight Hunger and Homelessness

The Yale Center for British Art will be featuring an
extraordinary collection of the art of James Tissot
through November 28. The exhibit,James Tissot Victorian Life/Modern Love, highlights Tissot's brilliant career and includes some preliminary sketches displayed
with the final works. The exhibit concludes with an interactive program showing of the progression of Tissot's
art. Admission to the museum is free. For more information, (203) 432-2800.

From October 28 to October 31, Trinity College will
be hosting the Twelfth Annual Conference on the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness. The Conference will host several guest
speakers, including keynote speaker Jim High tower. A
Hunger Banquet will be held as a demonstration of the
unequal distribution of food throughout the world. A
panel of current and former homeless people will
present "Faces of the Homeless," speaking on student
action against homelessness. The Conference will also
sponsor over eighty workshops dealing with such topics as public awareness of hunger and homelessness and
organization of campus activities to raise awareness
and action. Registration for Tri nity students and faculty
is only $5. For more information, please call x6213.

Images from Egypt
The Director's Gallery of Hartford presents their new
exhibit Out of the Pathless Sea of Sand: Images of Egypt,
featuring the photographs of Dorothy Bosch Keller. The
documentary photographs were taken during the past
nineteen years, which Keller spent in Egypt, studying
and documenting the everyday lives of Egyptians. The
exhibit can be visited at the Director's Gallery, 2nd floor,
2 Holcomb Street, Hartford, through January 21,2000.
For any additional information, please call (860) 5438874.

Dinosaurs in Clement
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A™ His
Wednesday, Oct. 27
9:00 PM -Open Mic Night at the Underground
Admission is free.

Thursday, Oct. 28
9:00 PM - Anything at the Barn
Spring Break Challenge Round II
Admission is free.
Sponsored by the Office of Student
Activities

Friday, Oct. 29
9:00 PM - Karaoke at the Bistro
Admission is free.

Saturday, Oct. 30

Dr. Matthew Collins of Newcastle University will
present "Green Light for Dinosaur Protein" in Clement
Chemistry Building, Room 105 on Friday, October 29.
Dr, Collins, will discuss the discovery of protein in dinosaur fossils and the possibility of Jurassic Park-like
applications. The talk will begin at 4:00 PM. Following
the presentation, students can meet and chat with Dr.
Collins in the Science Commons. Light refreshments
will be served. All are welcome and encouraged to come.

That Vodou That You Do So Well...
Austin Arts Center will unveil its new Widner Gallery exhibit, Haitian Vodou Flags, on Monday, November 1. The Gallery is open daily from 1:00 PM to 6:00
PM, admission is free. This vivid exhibition of beaded
and sequined Haitian vodou flags is inspired by the sacred beliefs of the spiritual world of vodou. The collection features the work of artist George Valris. On
November 1, at 4:00 PM, Sal Scalora, Director of the
William Benton Museum at the University of Connecticut will give a lecture on the exhibit. A reception will
follow the gallery talk.

10:00 PM -J2 & C-Liph Taking the Barn by Storm
Admission is free.
Sponsored by the Office of Student
Activities

Chapel Happenings

Spiritual Awakening

ATTENTION ALUMNI:
Trinity College has expanded the alumni recreation
program from nine months to year round availability. At
nominal costs, alums are able to use the athletic building
at noon with faculty, coaches, and students. Athletic Director Rick Hazelton and Eugenia Devinc of Alumni AfftSrs Wave developed a model program for which' we are
••i&ty thankful This is another divided accrued from a
Freshman investment 50 years ago

Now through November 14, Spiritual Awakenings,
an exhibition of paintings by Juanita Easton will be on
display in the Mather Artspace on the second floor of
Mather Hall. This exhibit is a collection of images that
blend modern art with local artist Easton's own cultural
heritage.

Wednesday, Oct. 27

Poetry on a National Scale

Friday, Oct. 29

Poems are now being accepted for entry in
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum's new Poetic Achievement
Awards poetry contest. Cash prizes totalling $1,000 will
beawarded, including a $500 grand prize. The contest
is free to enter. Poets may enter one poem only of 20
lines or'fewer on any subject, in any style. The contest
will close November 30. Winners will be notified on
January31 2000 PoemsshouldbesenttoSparrowgrass
tSarf- f 6 r t t i 4 ' B e t i d # 0 9 tiiitin St.; PCFSKfc 193,

12:00 PM:
Roman Catholic Mass
:
5:00 PM-7:00 PM: Carillon Lessons

.-";

Thursday, Oct. 28
630 PM - 8:00 PM:

Zen Meditation

12:00 PM:

Candlelight Service of
Remembrance, Main Chapel

:

Saturday, Oct. 30
••8:00 AM -3:00 PM:.

Zen Retreat • , •

• .

(preregistration required).

J|jtartii|y£
:

. vA'SOQ.PM":' ;
;7;O0PM:

;

' : "."••;• R o m a n Catholic M a s s ' '
' , / ' 'Vespers .•-'':.
; v . : , •-.

Monday, Nov. 1
5:00 PM:
: •'.

Now PLAYING
Times valid through October 28
General Admission: $3.50
For Love of the Game (PG-13)
Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace (PG)

CLASSIFIEDS

Real Art Ways - 56 Arbor St.

Elm Theatre - New Britain Ave.

Roman Catholic Mass for
All Saints Day, Friendship .
Chapel.

Times valid through October 26
General Admission: $6.00

5PhlMGBnEAK2OOO

7:00,9:30PM
7:30 PM

2:30PM
5:00,7:00 PM

Showcase Cinemas - Silver Lane

Showcase Cinemas - Buckland Hills

Times valid through October 21
General Admission: $8.00

Times Valid through October 26
General Admission: $8.25
The Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (G)
12:30,2:30,4:30PM
American Beauty (R)
1:25,3:55,7:05,9:45 PM
: Bats (PG-13)
1:05,3:25,5:25,7:55,10.15 PM
The Best Man (R)
1:20,4:10,7:20,10:00 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13)
9-30PM . '
• Body Shots (R)
1:30,4:05,7:25,10:lQPM
'
Bringing Out the Dead (R)
1:10,4:00,7:15,9:55 PM
Crazy in Alabama (PG-13)
1:45,4:25,7:45,10:20 PM
Double Jeopardy (R)
12:35,2:50,5:20,7:00,7:45,10:05 PM
Fight Club (R)
12:45,1:15,3:45,4:20,6:50,7:30,9:50,10:25 PM
Random Hearts (R)
12:55,3:50,6:55,9:50 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:40,3:15,5:35,8:00,10:20 PM
The Story of Us (R)
1:00,3:10,5:30,7:50,9:55 PM
Superstar (PG-13)
1:10,3:05,5:10,7:40,9:35 PM
Three Kings (R)
1:35,4:15,7:10,9:40 PM
Three to Tango (PG-13)
12:5O,3:OO,5:25,7:35,1O:1OPM

The King of Masks (NR)
Southie (R)

.

The Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (G)
12:55,3:00,5:00 PM
Bats (PG-13)
12:35,2:35,4:35,7:10,9:35 PM
The Best Man (R)
1:20,1:50,4:10,4:40,7:20,7:50,10:00,10:30 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13)'
12:50,3:00,5:10,7:25,9:30 PM
Bringing Out the Dead (R)
1:10,4:00,7:15,9:55 PM
Double Jeopardy (R)
12:30,2:55,5:25,7:45,1015 PM
Fight Club (R)
12:30,330,7:00,9:45 PM
Random Hearts (R)
12:50,350,7:05*, 950 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:40,3:05,5:15,7:30,9:55 PM
Stigmata (R)
7:05,9:30 PM
The Story of Us (R)
1:00,3:10,5:20,7:40,10:00 PM
Superstar (PG-13)
1:10,3:10,5:10,7:30,9:45 PM
Three Kings (R)
1:00,4:10,7:20,9:50 PM
Three to Tango (PG-13)
12:35,2:35,4:40,7:15,9:40 PM
* time valid for 10/27 & 10/38 only

FhEETnlPS.
•FPiBEDWKS.
FhEEMEALS
Jamoico. Concua
Florida, Barbados, Bahamas
Book now for free meals"6 2 free trips
Booh byDecember 17th for lovest
rates
1-oOO-t26-7710
wv.xmsplq3htoufd.corn
#1 Spring Breah Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteedlll
Cancua Jamaica. Bahamas. 6 Floridoi
BooH Early 6 Piece! ve Free Meal Plan
Mow Hiring Campus ftepsl
1-600-231-7007
ww.endlesssummertours.com

1

Large Cheese Pizza

$5.50

495 Farmington Avenue

Pick-up Only!

nHest Hartford

Use your charge card

minimum

Open 7 days a week - ll;00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

for delivery

Medium 12U (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • X-Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium
Cheese.
, $ 7.50
Veggie.....
.
$10.00
,
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
$10.50..,.,...,.,..,
•AdditionalToppings
$ ,50....,

Large
' X«Large
•
Sicilian
......$ 9.85,.......,..,.,,..
..$12.00....
,. ...$13.00
$14.85.. ,
$17.50...................... ...$18.50
..$15.85..
$19.00.
........$20.00
...,.$ 1.00..,..
$ 1.50...
.....$ 1.50

TOPPINGS: Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

ES (Hot or

Our own handmade pizza dough stuifed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of falling and a side cap of marinara sauce.

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
BBG sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.
I may Cheese
viiccoc Steak
vwcm
Philly

Calzone
^J-JU
v«w.vnv
..........:.....$5.

,...,.,,.,,....,.,.,„.......

Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak

,

,,..

,....$6.25
$7.45

each additional filling

....$5.15
....$5.15
$5.15
,..,.,„........„„......,...,„...,.... $5.40

Chicken Fingers
Mozzarella Sticks.,,.
Onion Rings

APPETIZERS
Chicken Parmigiana , ....,„...„.„
-. ; $5.15 Buffalo Tenders,
Eggplant Parmigiana
..........,..,............,...............,.,$5.15 Buffalo Wings -(mild, hoi or suicide)

Meafeall Parmigiana
Veal Parmigiana
Sausage Parmigiana
• Ham, Salami, Cheese

French Fries
Cheese
Fries
f r i e d Dough

Ham It Cheese
..,,.„.,.„,....,„„>,..„..,...•, $5,15
Turkey^ Cheese
„.,..,...„...... $5.15
TunalCheese.. .,...........;.............................
..,„../$5,15
Veggie & Cheese.............
$4.50
Mperoni &Cheese ............;......•.,,....;......,... „,.„.„.,.„., $5.40
Salami t Cheese ,.,,„....,.„...„
;...
.$4.90
Chicken Sandwich &Cheese „.,.,.....„.....,„...
$5,65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese ........................"...„„...,. ..$6.00
BIT & Cheese
........I....-.....:..........:- ....$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese ..».....„;.,.;.............„.»............... .$4,90

$4.90
yi.«/v

,„,.„.,.,...»

,..„.„.,...„.$ .50 W
(6 for $5,75
,„...,.........,., (12 for $6,00
$5.00
(7) for $4,75
$3.20

........................................................$2.B5
, .™.....;......>... ;...«.„8) for $3.70
$2.50

Breadslicks
Garlic Bread

......-...;......-.....•

8) for $2,50 *
$185

Garlic Bread w/cheese .„.............................* ...........<.„;„, $2.40
Chips •.......;

. . . — $.50

SALADS::.

Tossed Salad
Anfipasto Salad..................
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

. served w/garlic bread w/cheese
Lasagna * Manicofti * Ravioli • Stuffed Shells

.

......™

.

•

$4.05
$5.75
•. $5.75
$ .50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

Triple Chocolate Cake

'$.6.30 .'(with 'Meat - $1.00 extra)

.....$3.25

SODAS (one liter)

•. Mpflces do not'Include

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

MIR

....,.......„.,.„.., $1.60
m^»{

mm mm

\<-.

with Any Large Pizza Order

I

MuttprtMni coupon- Coupon cennet^combfrsed,
M m f m saltpan before orterlng,
49fiH3S

j&JBflB

JhwiMtnt

attWat

Htfmtitttfi

tig&tBjflik

IMKSfts

^SSSISS

KfKHm

HUil

'|

"

I

Uml mnilm mupm Were sfttefttg
^

$ $ j 6

&]&^

^

v ^ h

jjfatttjAfaO!

%£i£'£&yf\t& (Ufdb^^^^

• - * •

StelliaU;

Cheese Pizza

I FREE LITE1 OF SODA
$L00 OFF
1
• with Any Lirge Pizza Order* Any Meflhtm Pizia
"

j^

ZhkflllfljtJCo

with purchase of any.
large pizza

I
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I
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The WWF: Sex, Violence And Soap Operas
Tripod Sports' Own RoavingReporter, TaniaMartino, Shares A Female's Perspective On Wrestling
who although I know NO ONE looks at
their faces, are supremely unattractive).
Sports Writer
Since I had no previous knowledge of
WWF 1 turned to the most accurate and
Before I begin, I would like to explain knowledgeable source I could find - my
my state of mind. Completely exhausted, roommate. The girl, no joke, will conquer
1 lie now at the borderline of nervous the Rock -1 don't mean in a wrestling
angst and self-destruction at my incom- sense either. She loves him, wants to bear
petence as a student. Forgive me, there- his children, knows every catch phrase
fore, if I can only mumble and ramble. he says, maintains that he"... is the most
Please remember that you are reading a electrifying figure in sports entertaincommentary by an athletically inept ment," etc. etc. So from her I gathered my
individual whose philosophies have al- preliminary research and threw myself
ways border-lined feminism, who is very
cranky, very tired, and really just wants
to go to bed and wake-up Friday evening,
but who must write about of all things
the World Wrestling Federation.
So it's 3 inthe morning, I've had three
cups of coffee and seven cups of Pepsi
One. 1 need to write two papers that were
due this morning and I feel like an uneducated moron who will never accomplish anything because I am not
motivated to work until after the due
date. Although thrilled about my assignment, I frankly would have rather enjoyed the matches without pondering
the problems of ethnographic research
as seen in a book about "impersonal sex"
in male restrooms for my sociology paper. 1 will admit that my life could be
worse. 1 could be the umpire in the Sox v. Stone Cold Steve Austin: scary.
Yanks game on Sunday, whom, I can into this extraordinarily odd world of big
only assume is lying dead in di tch some- muscles, small spandex, and. this odd
where near Fenway. Luckily, only WWF creature named Mankind who
could keep me awake after a mere two strangely resembles Hannibal Lechter.
Otherwise known as "the man's soap
hours of sleep the night before.
I have honestly never seen anything opera", the connections developed bemore entertaining than WWF in all my tween the wrestlers are actually quite
life. (I will and did, of course, ignore, that complicated. Before I continue, I want to
nothing in this world could possibly be ask - does Mankind have a crush on the
more degrading towards women. I can Rock? I really think he does, there's nothonly think of the Pimp Daddy and his ing wrong with that - 1 just wish he
rthe true
.progression, of a
faJi
BY TANIA MARTINO

A Kids on the Block Program on

CHILD ABUSE
Learn Bunraku Puppetry
and teach children about
child abuse and personal safety.

nature of his feelings.
To begin, the success of the World
Wrestling Federation has grown obscenely. According to The Boston Globe,

could easily see how he would be threatened by a woman's presence in the WWF,
and why while having long blond hair
held back in half pony tail he would call

"I imagine being a pimp daddy might actually entail
a lot of hard work"
the number of 18 - 34 year old mostly
male viewers who (1 assume) fulfill
weekly their manly aggressive urges by
watching men slap each other around
weekly doubled last year. I would wonder at the perverted tendencies of these
men but then again, I liked watching it.
The Federation, chaired by Vince
Vaugn, hosts a series of weekly events
whose story lines runs through each
event. "Raw is War," the main event, airs
every Monday night on USA and became
the top-rated, regularly scheduled cableTV program for 19 weeks. Its success in
the stock market, furthermore, rivaled
those of Martha Stewart Living
Omnimedia Inc. and her delightful tips
on cooking, cleaning, gardening, and
crafts. Also hosting "Smackdown" on
Thursday nights, the shows' success has
even beaten ratings for Monday night
football.
From what I gather, the Federation has
a few central key figures. For the rest of
the show, other characters wrestle and
nobody really cares about them. I have
already mentioned my favorite of these
figures, the Godfather or otherwise
known as the Pimp Daddy. His catch
phrase, of course, is "Roll a fatty for your
Pimp Daddy and say that Pimping ain't
easy." I imagine being a pimp daddy
might actually entail a lot of hard work.
Unfortunately, when I saw the pimp
daddy last, Viscera, whom 1 honestly
don'r think hadpupilsin his eyes and
weighed 580 pounds, jumped on him.
Pimp Daddy, needless to say, never stood
up at the end of the show.
In addition to these mindless hoes and
sideshow figures, the female presence
can be seen in Chyna, who is actually the
first woman to hold the belt for the Intercontinental Championship. According to Chyna, she can beat any man at
any time, challenging all with the words,

her an embarrassment to the Federation.
1 believe they are going to fight, especially since she did slap him and sent
him flying into a table.
The main figures, Triple H, StoneCold
Steve Austin, and, always sexy, the Rock,
receive most of the attention from the
audience. A few weeks ago, in an incredible upset, by hitting the Rock with
chairs, and then recently with a sledgehammer, Triple H stole the Championship Belt. I don't think anyone likes
Triple H, except for China (his girlfriend),
especially Vince Vaugn.
As of Monday, Vince challenged the
three to fight with each other, to see who

ESPN.COM

Chyna stands by her man, Triple H.
would end up with Belt. The audience
seems pretty much divided between the
Rock and Stone Cold - who really got
mad at each other on Monday when they
essentially fought over who would jump
on Triple H. I think the Rock got most
upset when Stone Cold huddled over
Triple H and gave him the finger with
both hands. Needless, to say the Rock's
eyes started bugging out -1 was fright-

"Before I continue, I want to ask-does Mankind have
a crush on the Rock? I really think he does, there's
nothing wrong with that-ljust wish he would be more
honest with his feelings."
"If you can't handle the heat, stay out of
the kitchen." (I love that phrase). Apparently, in addition to annoying the thousands of large, manly men filling the
stadium, she also annoyed Chrisjericho,
who insulted her while he wore his extraordinarily masculine open, buttoned
down silk shirt covered in rhinestones. [

ened. I wish I could report on what has
happened since then, but unfortunately,
I can't.
Thus, this here is what I could do in
the little time 1 had to write about the
Federation. Keep in mind, like most of
myschoolwork, this article is one week
behind in the events it reports.

niRiiiaiiiiiianiiiiiaiiiaai

"Explosiue Seminar"
"Neiu internet Based Business Opportunity!

Call now to join
our training!
1-80WMDREN
Connecticut Center for Prevention of Child Abuse

Learn Hem You Can Make
Money On The Internet
Tuesday act 26, 1999 7 pm
Holiday Inn, East Hartford
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Golfer Payne Stewart Dies In Plane Crash

ning in 1995 winning the Houston Open
Continued from page28
and rising to the top 50 on the money list.
where such things as injury and the ba- 1999 was a big year for Stewart. He won
sic sports slump that most professional the Pebble Beach Pro-Am, became one of
athletes fall into not only puts your ca- only 13 players ever to win the US Open
reer in jeopardy, but directly brings your twice and was named to the 1999 Ryder
income to a halt. In basketball and foot- Cup, ending the year th ird on the money
ball, if you're injured or are benched be- list with $2,077,950. Stewart had
cause of a slump, you still get paid reached the greatest peak in his career
because under contract you earn an an- and had become one of the most recognual salary. With golf, if one can't play, nizable faces in golf.
one doesn't get paid. As if the pressure
It wasn't so much his face, or even his
that comes with a stagnant career wasn't performance, that made Stewart stand
enough, in 1985 Stewart's father died af- out from the rest of the players on the
ter fighting a long battle with cancer. tour, as it was his attire and behavior. In
Stewart was devastated, but when he an age when golfers wear ball caps, khaki
spoke about it years later in an interview, pants, sunglasses and shirts adorning
he referred to the death of his father as a their sponsors, Stewart honored golfs
"changing" experience. In 1987, light tradition by wearing old-time knickers
shone through the dark clouds that had and caps that were once customary golf
followed him for the past six years when attire in the early 1900's. NFL teams
he won at Bay Hill. Stewart donated the eventually paid Stewart to wear their
entire purse, $108,000 to the Florida Hos- team colors and logo on his outfits, inpital Golden Circle of Friends in creasing his income dramatically. And
memory of his late father.
behind the flashy arid loud clothes (by
Payne Stewart's career then experi- golf standards) was a pretty flashy and
enced one of the many up-swings that loud person.
would contain some of his most impresThroughout his years on the PGA Tour,
sive performances on the golf course. In Stewart .became one of the most well1989, he won his first major tournament, liked and well-admired players, making
the PGA and in the same year won the meaningful friendships with people he
MCI Heritage Classic. Stewart went on competed heavily against, much of the
to win the Hertaige again in 1990 and the time over large amounts of money that
Byron Nelson Classic in 1991, ending the each player wanted for his own family.
year third on the PGA Tour's money list, He was an approachable, likeable guy
earning $976,281. After he overcame a who brought flare into a predominantly
nerve problem in his neck that took him boring and bland sport. Stewart had a
out of the tour
similar and equally powToi a few weeks
erful effect on the game
ilrta
in 1991, he came
of golf that Tiger Woods
back to win the
had when he joined the
QPIorrr
tournament of
tour a few years ago,
all tournaments,
South Dakcvfia~";~M'- Stewart brought his hu-'
the U.S Open.
mor and laid-back perThis
win
spective on life, while
Woods has brought his
seemed to valiyouth and excitement to
date Stewart as
the game. Outside of his
one of the preperformance on the
mier American
course, Stewart mysteriplayers in golf
ously also fell into some
and marked a
valleys in the eyes of the
huge peak in his
media and fellow golfers
career. However,
during his career. Many
as soon as
times, Stewart's humor
Stewart was on
and wit, served as an outtop of his game
i let for many offensive
and on top of the
and controversial regolf world, he
marks, which were seen as inappropridove into another valley.
After the U.S Open in 1991, Stewart ate and lacking class by members of the
stopped winning again, coming in sec- sports world. His sporadic wit and unond at the Open in 1993 as well as in predictable behavior, just added to his
many other tournaments, dropping popularity with fans and at times
down the ranks of the PGA money list seemed admired by other golfers, but for
bringing in $145,687 in 1994. Stewart the amount of people who respected and
seemed to glide for a few years, remain- liked Stewart, there were an equal
ing a well-known player on the tour, but amount who hated him. It seemed like
not a well-known winner. Fellow golf- a battle he couldn't, and never really
ers and media began to callhim "Avis" ,a would, win.
As recent as last week in an interview,
nickname given to him because he always came in second. A nickname he Stewart responded to a British sports
analyst's comment on how they don't
openly hated.
Stewart reached another peak begin- understand Americans, as if they were

next
semester,
study
abroad
without
leaving
the
country

Chinese, by doing a degrading impersonation of a Chinese person, displaying blatant prejudices and stereotypes of
Asians. Stewart tried to put this mistake
behind him, as he did with the others,
planning to fly out to Texas for the Tour
Championship in Houston a few days
early to play some practice rounds before
the tournament began. That didn't happen.
No one really knows what happened.
There are only theories. What we do
know is that Stewart and his two agents
from Leader Enterprises, a sports management company, boarded the 1976
Lear 35 Jet which Stewart partially
owned on Monday morning, flying out
of Orlando, Florida to Houston. Government officials from the FAA believe that
the plane may have suffered from pressurization failure, which would have depleted the amount of oxygen in the
cabin, resulting in the eventual death of
all on board, due to the lack of oxygen
being sent to the brain. Air traffic controllers knew that the plane was flying
off course but had not been able to make
contact with the pilot, this led to the dispatching of two F-16's to survey and follow the plane. The two pilots of the F-16's

tried to see through the windows of the
plane, but reported that there was no activity on board. They then broke off to
refuel and as they did, watched Stewart's
plane run out of gas and take a nose dive
towards a rural area. The plane eventually descended from approximately
20,000 feet in the sky before it crashed
into a small pasture in northeastern
South Dakota. Officials believe that all
passengers were already dead before the
crash, due to the lack of oxygen in the
cabin and that the pilot had put the
plane on auto-pilot, which explains why
it flew off-track for hours, before running out of fuel.
Payne Stewart was not one of those
people whom you may have liked; you
may have even hated him at times. I
know I did. But he was also one of those
people who you never expect to not be
around. And when they are gone, they
leave a bigger hole than you ever thought
they would. Payne Stewart left a huge
hole in the world of golf. But golf fans
and the golf world are not the real victims of this loss. A bigger hole than anyone can ever imagine has already been
left in the lives of Payne Stewart's surviving wife and children, ages 10 and 13.
Golf may have lost Payne Stewart the unpredictable, funny, exciting player, but
the Stewart family has lost Payne
Stewart the dad. Either way, Stewart
battled the ups and downs of his career
and always seemed to get back up even
stronger, something everyone has to respect.
So a final farewell to Payne Stewart,
who through all the peaks and the valleys, always brought a smile and carefree
perspective to the game of golf. And that
is a gift, that this sport will definitely
carry into the millenium. It's just a
shame that the person who gave that gift
won't be there to see it truly opened.
Payne Stewart was 42.
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Trinity Men's Soccer Ices The Bowdoin Polar Bears
Bantams Power portunities,
Their andWay
To Victory In A Clash Of Division III Soccer Titans
were physiBY DANIEL RUDOLPH

cally dominant. Inasmuch as
Bowdoin controlled the first
half, Trinity controlled the second even more. Possessing the
ball, creating chances, tackling
with vigor, the Bantams came
out storming. Daniel Rudolph
'01 tied up the game twenty
minutes in, when his shot deflected off a Bowdoin defender,
Trinity Mens' Soccer had just and trickled by the off-balance
one game this week, and they keeper.
made it a good one. The Polar
The Bants continued to
Bears of Bowdoin traveled down swarm, and veteran striker
from Brunswick, Maine, to Michael Wilson '00 eventually
battle the Bants this past Satur- propelled his team to a 2-1 adday, in a game of significant vantage, taking a pass from
post-season implications. Bow- Morgan Sandell'03 and burying
doin boasted a 6-2-1 record, a well-struck shot into the lower
while Trinity had recorded corner. Trinity held on, despite
seven wins and three losses. It is a good effort from Bowdoin in
no stretch to say that this was a the last ten minutes of the game.
clash between two bonafide DiStellar performances were
vision III New England power- abundant for the Bantams on
houses.
Saturday. The back four of
Bowdoin carried the play Kosuke Ikeda '00, Kamale Davis
early, stringing together passes '02, Phil Flakes '03, and David
and, creating opportunities Pimental '01 were especially suMidfielder Mickey Chambers '01 fights for the ball
seemingly at will. Tom perb.
Hambrick-Stowe was excellent
In case you haven't noticed,
as usual, making a few five-star Trinity College boasts a pretty
saves. The Polar Bears opened nasty soccer team. Having won
the scoring on a penalty shot, four straight, including two
following a dubious call in the against the quality sides of Tufts
penalty area. Down 1-0, Trinity and Bowdoin, the Bantams are
finally started creating some one of the hottest teams in New
chances for themselves. England. There are two home
Cristopher Zoppi '02, a deftly games remaining, following an
skilled left mid-fielder, almost away game this Saturday at
tied the game on a left-footed Middlebury: Wednesday, Noblast that just missed wide.
vember 3 against Western ConThe Polar Bears were the su- necticut; and Saturday,
perior side in the first half. They November 6 against Stevens
carried play, stifled Bantam op- Tech.

Soccer Statistics

Sports Writer

Goals:

»••

M Wilson (t)

NATE CURTto

1999 World Series Update
Second Game:

First Game:

N. Y Yankees

N. Y Yankees

Atlanta Braves 2

Atlanta Braves
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Crew Goes To Boston To Compete In The "Chuck"
Trinity Men's and Women's Crew Teams Go To The Head Of The Charles For Another Year Of Fun

the best in the world, and the stream. They didn't catch
Regatta is sort of like a gather- Queen's College, but came
Sports Writer
ing of the tribes for interna- within about a boat length at
tional and college crews. But the end. While the eight was
content to pass another crew,
If all the members of the getting back to Trinity.
Crew team were to cast a vote
The men's team entered a they found out later that St.
for their favorite Fall regatta, the boat in the Club 8 division, and Anselm finished dead last.
Head of the Charles in Boston because they had not raced in
Regardless, the eight handled
would win by a longshot. At the tha t division last year, started in the conditions well and finished
"Chuck", as it is affectionately 55th behind St. Anselm College. 18th out of 78 crews with a time
called, literally hundreds of Conditions on Saturday were of 17:08. Harvard won the divithousands of spectators line the cold and drizzly, with a quarter- sion.
3.5-mile course on the Charles ing headwind that howled comThe Lightweight 4 was the
River, and the list of entries ing out of- most of the seven same lineup as last week, but
they added some new equip"We had a tough race against Boston
ment to their boat. Two convex
bicycle mirrors were secured to
University for most of the course, and
the gunwales on the bow so coxunfortunately they pulled ahead in the swain
Ben Sayles '01 could have
end," -Carrie Rorer '00
a better view of all the crews
they were passing. Apparently
the new additions worked well
reads like a who's who in inter- bridges on the course.
national rowing. The Men's
The crew started strongly because the crew placed 15th
Championship Eight Event fea- and the boat felt light going out of 28 crews with a solid 17:54
tures the three-time world through the BU bridge, continu- in calmer conditions on Sunday.
champion US national team, ing on a strong pace, of about 29
The freshmen men raced in
the German and Canadian na- strokes per minute. The crew the Youth Eight division and
tional teams, as well as the A quickly passed St. Anselm and started eighth in a large field beboats of all the Ivy League was fired up to catch Queen's cause of the strong freshmen reschools. The racing is some of University, Canada further up- sult last year. For some novice
BY STEPHEN BAXTER

Loo

seat Carrie Rorer '00 after the
row. "The race felt strong, and we
definitely had great competition," she added.
On one final note, freshmen
men's coach Stew Stokes also
competed as a coxswain for the
Danish National team in the

"The racing is some of the best in the
world, and the Regatta is sort of like a
gathering of the tribes for international
and college crews."
boat.
The women entered boats in
the Club Eight and ultra competitive Championship Eight
division, and finished 60th out
of 73 and 55th out of 64 crews
respectively. After winning
three medals last week in Hartford they were a little disappointed with this week's result.
"We had a tough race against
Boston University for most of
the course, and unfortunately
they pulled ahead in the end."
commented Champ Eight six-

Women's
Championship
Eights. Stokes, the winningest
coxswain in the 35 year history
of the Charles, was coming off
a victory last year with the Danish crew. This year the Canadian
national team eventually won
first place.
Overall the "Chuck" was a
fine way to end the Fall season,
and no doubt many Trinity
rowers will be thinking about
their results until the Crew is
forced off the wa ter by NESCAC
on November 15th.

Lady Bants Fall

Women's Rugby: They Like It Rough!

The Women's Rugby Team forms a scrum in a nail-biter this weekend.

oarsmen in the boat it was only
their second race ever, but they
showed composure amidst the
confusion of spectators'
screams echoing under the
bridges. They placed 27th out of
45 crews with 17:17, only 2 seconds off Harvard's freshmen B

NATECUR1IS

Con tin uedfrom page28
and start their final week at 38. On Tuesday, Trinity will face
Keene State, normally a turf
team, on their home field followed by the Cardinals of
Wesleyan on Thursday. The
Bants will end their season
with a trip up to Vermont to
face the, Panthers of
Middlebury, the team which
knocked Trinity out of the
NCAA finals last season. Coach
Tierney says that she is "confident that we can come out of
this week 3-0," and the team
shares this sentiment.
As the season comes to an
end, these last three games have
even greater significance for seniors Katie Watts, Katie Rieg
and Melissa Church. "Although
we won't be finishing this last
season with the same record of
our past years or participating
in post-season play, we are not

disappointed with this season.
We can still look back on our final year as successful and a
good finish to our career," says
Watts. The '99 Bantam squad
Captain Rieg reflects that "this
team has the unique ability to
fix whatever it puts its mind to.
Whenever there was a problem
in a game we would go to practice the nexf day, fix the problem and it wouldn't be a
problem again."
And all three seniors agree
that this team will prove tobea
serious threat in, the NESGAC
region and a NCAA contender
in the next few years. But for
now, Church says the best way
to finish this season and the seniors' career would be to"continue to play like we did against
Bowdointd prove that Trinity
field hockey doesn't let down
and to end our season with a
win against Middlebury."

Bants Prove Solid In Tournament i^Ppp|i|^^g
Women's Tennis Carries Momentum Into The Spring Season
Continued from page 28
lostin the'quarters to Wesleyan. her teams performance. She felt
team to beat them during the Senior tri-captain Heidi Polsen that the tournament lead her
regular season. The tourna-. lost in the semis to Amherst, team into the spring season on
ment is comprised of the 24 Di-. while tricaptain Erica Johnson . a "high note" and that hopefully
vision III teams in New lost in the quarters to Wesleyan they will be able to keep that
. England. Each singles player in three sets. The final Bantam momentum going. She continand doubles team is put into a singles player, tricaptain ued.stating that his tournament
"flight" based on their rank on Caroline Hughes lost to places Trinity as a "top team in
the region" and that this region
their individual team. All the Amherst in the semis.
number ones are put in one
The doubles teams met "is the strongest region in the
flight, the,number twos in an- mixed results. The number one country".
other etc.
"She stated that Hughes, Johnson and
- Once a draw has been formed,
the players compete in single
Polsen are the "backbone" of a great
• elimination competition. Each
general "team effort" and that their
victory counts as a point and
enthusiasm and work ethic has been a
the team that tallys the most,
points by the end of the contest
huge factor."
is ranked number one. These
rankings ar very important in team of Mate and Sargent drew
She also stressed the imporant
' setting up for the Spring season. the top seeded Williams team in role her captains have played in
: The Bantams did very well. the first round to whom they leading the team. She stated
.;' Number one, Becky Mate made lost. After a satisfying win over that Hughes, Johnson and
it to the semis, after upseting the Amherst in the semifinals, the Polsen are the "backbone" of a
third seed in her flight, but fell second doublhes team of Polsen great general "team effort" and
to the number one from Will- and Bogatrenkyo lost in the fi- that their "enthusiasm and work
iams. Number two Courtney- nals toWilliams. The. third ethic has been a huge factor.
Sargent was seeded second in ranked team of Johnson and
The Bantams begin their fall
her group and as expected made Hughes reached the semis' season again on February fif•it to the finals, only to fall to where they fell to Williams as teenth and hope that their dediWilliams. Olga Bogatrenkyo well/
cation and talent can carryalso upset the third seed in her
Overall, Coach Wendy them successfully through the
sec t ion in the second round, but Bartlett was very excited about spring season.

Live with British
students In the very
center as a Registered
Visiting Student of
a medieval college
with university privileges.
Summer and graduate study
Washington International
Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
Phone Number: (202) 547-3275
Free Telephone: (800) 323-WISC
Facimile: (202) 547-1470
E-mail: wisc@erols.com
www.studyabroad.com/wisc

Hold Onto Your Tray, 'Cause We Know You're Excited
For A nother Tripod Sports TOP TEN!
\This Weeks Topic: Top Ten Things You Won't Hear During The World Series
10. "I know those of you at home will agree with me when I say It would just be nice to
see New York win for once."
9. "And coming out of the bullpen for the Jhnkees, their ace middle reliver, Hideki Irabu.
8. "One thing you gotta say about the Braves, they got a great cheer!"
7. "Chuck Knoblauch, clutch playoff player that he is...'
6. "... and another great call by R ick Reed!'
5. Bob Costas say anything without tearing.
4. "Joe Torre needs to know that there's a time and place for emotional outbursts.'
isiveplayofJose Offerman."
2. "John Rocker's really not into this game. Somebody get that guy some coffee!"
1. Two Words: "Classy Owners"
Any ideasfor future Tripod Sports Top-Tens? E-mail them to
Matthew.Purushotham or Colin.Ruane @mail.trincoll.edu

1999 Fall Sports Schedule
Football
10/30 @ Middlebury

Field Hockey
10/26 vs. Keene State
10/30 @ Middlebury

Men's Soccer
10/30 @ Middlebury

Volleyball
10/26 vs. WesternConn.

Women's Soccer
10/30 @ Middlebury

Cross Country
10/30- NESCAC Champonships
@ Hamilton
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Field Hockey Fights Hard, But Comes Up Short
The Lady Bants Battle The Bowdoin Polar Bears Under Post-Rain Conditions And Drop Game 0-3
By DtviN PHARR
•f SeniorEditor

For the women's field hockey
team, this was a rather light
week. Compared tomidsession's
four games, they have since had
only one. This past Saturday the
3-7 Bantams joined Football,
Men's and Women's soccer in
hosting Bowdoin on the soggy
Trinity Athletic Fields. The
Bowdoin field hockey team has
been quite the surprise this year.
At 10-1 they entered'the game
on a five-game winning streak.
The Bantams were not at all intimidated.
After stunning the Bantams
in Brunswick, Maine last year,
Bowdoin has capitalized on a
relatively easy early schedule.
Their toughest contests were
against Tufts, whom Trinity recently played to a triple overtime shoot-out, and Amherst,
the only team to beat Bowdoin
this season. Trinity meanwhile
has withstood the assaults of
Williams, Springfield and

Colby and was ready to take it.„
to the Polar Bears of their home
turf.
It is unfortunate that the Bantams were unable to capitalize
in what may have been their
best half of the season. In the
first period, the field quickly

grew soft and into a muddy
sludge around the goals. Players
found footing difficult despite
several hours of sun that had
minimal effect on conditions,
However, Trinity's offense was
only slightly hindered by the
mud as play remained on

Trinity's offensive half of the
field for the majority of the first
35 minutes. Unfortunately the
Bants were unable to capitalize
on their
their domination,
domination, taking
taking
on
only 5 shots. Meanwhile Bowdoin had fewer offensive drives,
but capitalized on the few they

The Field Hockey team attacked Bowdoin last Satui day, despite pooi field conditions.

.—... is

had managing 11 shots. Thanks
to the solid play of Goalie Jess
Martin '02 Trinity held the Bears
scoreless in the first half.
This trend was not to con
tinue as those same Bears scored
less than four minutes into the
second half. While the day of
Bowdoin's cageminder grew
easier, Martin and the Bantams
were quickly on the defensive.
Three minutes after the first
goal of the contest Bowdoin
scored again; this time off of a
penalty corner to make it 2-0.
Trinity went down 3-0 five minutes after that on another goal
by the Polar Bears with 22 minutes to play. Trinity was unable
to increase their number of scoring chances in the second half
to climb back into the game. The
contest ended with them having
managed only 9 shots while
Martin finished with an amazing 26 saves.
Despite playing what Coach
Kara Tierney called their best
game yet, the Bants would fall 30 to the Polar Bears of Bowdoin
Continued on page 26

Tragedy In The Air| Women's Tennis Ends The
Golf Great Payne Stewart Dead A142
BY COLIN RUANE

Sports Editor

R

Yesterday, October 25, a 1976
Learjet descended from the
morning sky over northeastern
South Dakota, diving nose first
into a once peaceful pasture and
killing all five of the persons on
board. Among those five, was
one, unforgettable man.
Payne Stewart had just won
his second U.S Open in June,
defeating fellow PGA Tour professional and friend Phil
Mickelson by sinking a glorious
15-foot putt on the 18th, the longest putt ever to win the Open on
the final and deciding hole. After sinking the putt, tears
streamed down Stewart's face as
he humbly hugged his opponent and whispered good luck
wishes to Mickelson and his
wife who were expecting their
first child. That scene on the
18th green undoubtedly stands
out among the greatest moments that have occurred in the
past decade within the game of
golf. But for those who knew
and loved Payne Stewart
throughout his long career
which began in the early 1980's,
knew that that moment on the
18th green was a greater moment
for him. Sports analysts hailed
the putt not only as a pinnacle
in Stewart's career, but as a significant peak in his life.
Stewart's career officially began in 1980, even
though he had been playing
since the age of four. He continued to play golf through his adolescence and by the time he
graduated from Southern Methodist College, where lie was cochampion of the Southwest

Conference in 1979, golf was
flowing through Stewart's
blood. It was in him and it
showed no signs of leaving. His
family knew it. His coaches
knew it. And he knew it.
Stewart trusted his gut and
upon graduating from SMU he
turned professional, joining an
Asian Tour for two years.. He returned to the US to join the PGA
Tour and found success quickly,
winning at Quad Cities in 1982
and Walt Disney the following
year. However, Stewart began to
experience the first of many
lows and valleys that would occur throughout his long-standing career. Forsixstraightyears
after winning at Walt Disney,
Stewart didn't win. He would
come in second, take home a
reasonable purse, but never did
he come home with the first
place trophy. For a golfer to experience a slow point or slump
in their careers can sometimes
be devastating, because golf is
an individual sport, where the
player basically controls their
own financial destiny through
their performance on the
course. It's an extremely hectic
and uncertain profession,
Continued on page 24

Season On A "High Note"
The Bantams Place Third
In New England Championships
Johnson, likely carrying emo- also won in the third doubles
tion from the tragic doubles loss spot, defeating Jen Lai and Suchi
the previous weekend, bageled Kuchibhotla by a score of 8-1.
her singles opponent 6-0,6-0, as The loss dropped the Bantams
didOlgaBogatrenkyo. The two to 6-3, while the Jumbos adWhen we last took a look at victories set the tone for the vanced to 9-3.
the Women's tennis team, they team, which did not lose a set
The Bantams were now faced
had just suffered a 9-0 loss to and only dropped a combined with one final regular season
Williams College. The headline 10 total games in singles and match, which would decide
read "Women's Tennis Swept doubles. The Pioneers proved whether they were to end the
Away". Since that time, however, no match for the potent Trinity season, a mediocre 6-4 season or
it has been a completely differ- squad, resulting in a 9-0 final an impressive 7-3. Standing in
ent story. The Bantams have and improving the Bantam's their way to the latter of the two
faced opponent after opponent record to 6-2.
season endings were the visitng
and have dealt with the vast
Though the Trinity College of the Holy Cross Crumajority in an almost dismiss- squad entered the match saders. Freshman number-one
ive fashion. They have clawed against the Tufts University Rebecca Mate (Bellevue, WA)
their way to a 7-3 record leaving
a trail of devastation in their
The two victories set the tone for the
path. They recently placed
team,
which did not lose a set and only
third in the New England
dropped a combined 1O total games in
Championships,
behind
perenial powerhouses Williams
singles and doubles.
and Amherst.
Saturday October 9, fueled by Jumbos last Saturday, having won every game of her 6-0,6-0
a four game winning streak, the won their last 6 matches, good singles vicotry. The Doubles
Bants hosted the Vassar College things often must end. This teams only lost five games as,
Brewers, After a dissapointing brutal fact of life, was made Trinity did not drop a set, defeat0-2 start, the Bantams had ral- even more painful, as Tufts wea- ing Holy Cross 9-0. Trinity, who
lied to a 4-2 record by seled away with the win, 5-4. has beaten three Division I opconsectuviely
beating Trinity played a tough match, ponents this fall, improved to 7Wesleyan University, Brandeis with two singles wins and two 3 in the final dual match of the
University, University of Hart- doubles wins, but the Jumbos fall season. Their regular seaford and Connecticut College. proved too much on this par- son, successfully ended, the
The Bantams continued their ticular day. Olga Bogatyrenko Bantams were primed for the
winning ways by winning all and Heidi Polsen (Chester, NJ) post-season.
six singles matches, The Ban- both earned wins in three sets
The Bantam Women comtams were close to sweeping the at the three and four singles pleted their fall season at the
Brewers, but Vassar was able to slots, respectively. Bogatyrenko New England Championships
take the third doubles match 9- defeated Heather Rich, 3-6,7-5, and performed beautifully.
8 in a heartbreaker, The final 6-3, and Polsen defeated Emily They placed third, their best finwas Trinity 8, Vassar 1 and lifted Warshauer, 6-3,2-6,7-6. As the ish' since 1984 and were
the Bantams to 5-2 on the sea- number two doubles team, outscored by only Williams
son. '
Bogatyrenko and Polsen worked and Amherst. They also made a
"The following Tuesday the together and defeated their statement by outscoring fourth
team faced the Smith College singles opponents, 8-5.. Erica ranked Tufts, the only other
Pioneers at home. Erica Johnson and Caroline Hughes
Continued on page 26
BY MATT
PURUSHOTHAM
Sports Editor
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QP: A CORRECTION FROM THE TRIPOD

Kate Durant '03 submitted this opinion piece to the Tripod for publication
in the 10/26 issue. It was written as a midsession assignment for the
InterArts First Year Seminar, The Artist and Society. The article was
severely distorted in the Tripod due to a technical error. Attached is the
full text as it was intended to appear. The editorial staff apologizes for
the mistake.
-Sara Merin
Editor-in-Chief, The Trinity Tripod

A Sensational Hullabaloo
The latest hot-topic painting controversy all over our public
palette includes a colorful mix of blasphemous art, government censorship,
First Amendment rights, and public tax dollars. The newest Brooklyn Museum
exhibit, Sensation: Young British Artists from the Saatchi Collection, stirs
our senses and morals, as we, citizens of a free nation, are forced to deal
with the fiery issue revolving around tax dollars and the First Amendment.
Sensation, a collection of pieces created by British artists, includes an
array of arresting images that range from a portrait of the Virgin Mary
decorated with elephant dung to life-like female mannequins with penises for
noses. New York City Mayor Rudolph Guiliani created a grand hubbub through
his threats to pull the plug on seven million tax dollars annually allocated
to the Museum, if curator Arnold Lehman did not shut down the exhibit.
Spurring a sensational hullabaloo, the exhibit poses a plethora of
heated questions and issues. Should art be considered a public good, should
the government subsidize art, and what is the meaning of the First
Amendment? Also, importantly, we must decide, as John. Q. Taxpayers, whether
art, avant-garde, traditional or anything in-between, should be subsidized.
Charles Krauthammer, a writer for the Weekly Standard, argues: "The
exhibit is a celebration of the blasphemous, the criminal, and the
decadent." ! agree. The show makes generous space for the desecration of
religion and the crass exploitation of pornography. However, while I am
willfng to tolerate the absurd, just as I do not ask the Brooklyn Museum to
sponsor art that is simply to my taste, I am not willing to support a
program that so clearly denigrates the beliefs of others.
Lehman, a Sensation advocate, in retaliation to Guiliani's threats
argues to the contrary in a recent New York Times article: "Public funding
of the arts is an investment in the values and ideas embodied in the first
amendment of the United States Constitution...._ Although the First
Amendment says: "Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of
speech...?_ It does not say that John Q. Taxpayer must subsidize Lehman's
(or anybody else's) speech. Should taxpayers, including Mr. Lehman, be
forced to subsidize an artistic display by Catholics against abortion? Since
freedom of religion is also a part of the First Amendment. Would Mr. Lehman
and the Museum mount a subsidized display of pro-religious art was well?
The comedian Jackie Mason in a satirical commentary written for The
American spectator asks us: "Why should any person or institution feel they
have the right to use state funds for anything they and their nitwit friends

decide is art? If you step into dog doo-doo, should you be able to scrape
it off, put a frame around it, and call it art and then be entitled to be
funded by the government?" If collectively we cannot find a universal
definition of art, and we continue to practice different religions and live
by different values, how can we possibly agree to fund certain things and
not others? The First Amendment tells us that while we have to tolerate
what we might consider blasphemy, we certainly do not have to fund it. The
grotesque exhibit forces us to recognize the tyranny of artists who rightly
rely on the protection of expression guaranteed by the First Amendment but
who demand for us to open our wallets to support their sophistry.

Use of Quick-Post is governed by the Trinity College Quick-Post
Policy. You may read it at: http://tarzan.trincoll.edu/rules/qp.html

